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The impacts of overabundance in animal populations often have social as well as ecological
dimensions Managing this issue therefore requires social and ecological approaches thinking
beyond disciplinary boundaries is required to improve conservation outcomes Empirical evidence of
both dimensions is needed to support evidence based decision making
This thesis takes a multidisciplinary approach to generate evidence to support the management of
overabundant koalas Phascolarctos cinereus Overbrowsing by overabundant koalas can lead to
severe tree dieback and ultimately to the starvation of koalas themselves The dominance of manna
gum Eucalyptus viminalis appears to play a role in the occurrence of koala overabundance yet the
mechanism behind overabundance is still unclear A possible answer lies in leaf chemistry as it is
known to influence tree use and feeding preferences of koalas Several management responses have
been adopted to manage koala overabundance and its impacts with translocations and fertility
control being the most popular methods Widespread culling is regularly used in managing other
charismatic Australian species and has been advised by experts for the management of
overabundant koalas However it is currently not used to manage koalas anecdotally due to public
aversion to culling koalas However empirical evidence on public opinion is currently lacking to
support this approach
This thesis aimed to

determine whether stand level differences in leaf chemistry of manna gums

can explain why some sites have developed overabundant populations while others did not
quantify online sentiments towards koala culling and

conduct a nationwide survey to assess both

the public s and experts acceptability of different management options and how underlying values
and beliefs about human wildlife relationships shape social acceptability of different koala
management options
Firstly manna gum leaves and soil samples were collected from seven overabundant sites and
seven control sites around Victoria in order to compare stand level differences in leaf chemistry
Comparing the nutritional quality and defensive chemistry of leaves between these sites did
however not reveal any significant differences Leaf chemistry therefore did not appear to be a key
driver of overabundance in koala populations at a landscape scale Sites of overabundance were on
average located in closer proximity to the coast Understanding what factors are and are not
involved in koala overabundance will help advance research aimed at understanding and predicting
where overabundance might occur
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Secondly the use of Sentiment Analysis the automated analysis of opinions expressed in social
media texts was explored and tested to analyse people s online opinions in comments on news
stories on culling koalas kangaroos and feral horses brumbies The polarity of sentiments in
comments on culling these species was tested as well as whether sentiment was related to support
for culling and whether specific sentiment words related to comments on the culling of specific
species While sentiment in comments did not differ between species there was variation in
commenters support for culling Support for culling kangaroos could be predicted from the
sentiment scores but not support for culling koalas or feral horses The combination of Sentiment
Analysis with indicator analysis proved to be useful at identifying key words for determining the
topics driving sentiment patterns Sentiment Analysis can be a valuable analytical tool in exploring
online opinions but as the lack of correlation between sentiment and support for koalas and feral
horses show further investigation and development of methods are warranted
Thirdly a nationwide survey was undertaken to obtain empirical data on both the general public s
and experts opinions on how to best manage overabundant koalas Two other charismatic but
locally overabundant species kangaroos and feral horses were included in the general public s
survey to explore whether people responded different to koalas than to other species The results
showed that the general public had different levels of acceptability for different species and for
different control methods This was particularly the case for lethal control methods which were
generally found to be less acceptable or unacceptable In contrast experts found most koala control
methods acceptable revealing a substantial mismatch in opinions with the general public that could
lead to conflict in koala management Providing information on the impacts of overabundance
increased the public s acceptability of some methods although the effect sizes were small Having
animalistic values and dominionistic beliefs were found to be most useful cognitive factors in
explaining the acceptability of management options increasing our understanding of what is at the
base of people s opinions
This thesis has taken a multidisciplinary approach to explore both ecological and human dimensions
of the management of overabundant koalas and investigate gaps in the evidence used in
management The integration of the findings into decision making will be a next step in improving
conservation outcomes
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The impacts of overabundant wildlife can be wide ranging On an ecological level overabundant
species can change the relative abundance of other species and species composition reduce natural
diversity introduce or spread infectious diseases facilitate secondary invasions of exotics and
potentially cause local extinctions Gortázar et al
Foster et al

Green et al

Wheatall et al

For instance one example that has been extensively studied is the impact

overabundant native white tailed deer Odocoileus virginianus have on forests in North America
Their overbrowsing has been shown to have a profound effect on the abundance and population
structure of individual plant species the composition of plant communities the species richness and
abundance of certain birds and small mammals and the occurrence of wildlife diseases Alverson et
al

DeCalesta

Rooney

Rooney and Waller

Côté et al

Beyond

ecological consequences the impacts of overabundant species can include damage to crops leading
to conflicts with local communities e g elephants Graham et al

or threats to people s

physical well being e g jellyfish Graham et al
Caughley

states that overabundance is more than animals being too numerous In his

definition of overabundance Caughley identifies four classes of overpopulation Animals can be
considered overabundant when

they threaten human life or livelihood

they depress the

population densities of either economically important or aesthetically favoured species
too numerous for their own good impacting their own health or
negatively by the abundance of the animals Caughley

they are

the ecosystem is affected

Hence overabundance clearly involves

impacts on both ecology and society
Such impacts drive the need for management However while the impacts of overabundance are
often clear the solutions are not always straightforward Sometimes the causes or underlying
mechanisms of overabundance are not fully understood making efficient management difficult
Sinclair and Metzger

Management may also cause unwanted side effects when for

instance control methods lead to reduced genetic variability in native species or in exotic species
select for individuals that are resistant to certain poisons or pathogens Cooper and Herbert
And sometimes the solution seems clear to wildlife managers and scientists but sparks resistance
amongst other involved parties like locals animal welfare activists tourism operators or the public
at large Tyndale Biscoe

Both the impacts and the solutions have ecological and human dimensions and need thinking
beyond disciplinary boundaries to improve the outcomes of conservation efforts e g Bauer
Stratford et al

Yet without an evidence based understanding of both dimensions effective

management is compromised Cook et al

Ives and Kendal

Russell Smith et al

This thesis takes a multidisciplinary approach to investigate gaps in the evidence used to guide the
management of overabundant koalas Phascolarctos cinereus In this introduction I will first
describe the occurrence of overabundance in koalas and its ecological impact followed by the
suspected underlying mechanisms behind koala overabundance and factors thought to be involved
in koala overabundance I will then discuss koala management options and the human dimensions of
koala overabundance focussing on the impact and importance of public opinion on management
and introduce underlying theoretical frameworks Finally I will explain the aim of this thesis and how
the different chapters explore the different research questions and contribute to our increased
understanding of the complex situation that is overabundant koala management
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Koalas are considered one of the cutest charismatic species in the world Albert et al
Bagust

As

put it koalas represent Australianness Koalas are frequently covered in the news in

Australia Lunney and Matthews
organisations e g WWF https

pers obs and serve as flagship species for conservation
www wwf org au get involved save koalas Much of the focus on

koalas involves the threats to their existence A recent report by the World Wide Fund for Nature
predicted the extinction of koalas in New South Wales by
in the
Cockburn

Taylor

As a result a key topic

New South Wales state election revolved around the protection of koala habitat
For some organisations the threat to the survival of koalas is even at the core of

their existence e g Australian Koala Foundation www savethekoala com Given such vested
interests the koala is a highly politicised species Bagust
Unmistakably most koala populations across much of eastern Australia are in decline due to a range
of factors including land clearing dog attacks motor vehicle collisions habitat fragmentation and
diseases and do need recovery efforts to ensure their survival Adams Hosking et al

Yet in

parts of Victoria and South Australia koalas are considered locally overabundant Menkhorst
Overabundance in koalas is determined by the overbrowsing of food trees in which koalas strip all
the leaves from a tree at a rate that exceeds the tree s capacity to replace them leading to tree

dieback and ultimately the starvation of koalas themselves Based on Caughley s

definition of

overabundance koalas can be considered overabundant because they are too numerous for their
own good and because they are detrimental to their forest ecosystem Until recently populations
with a density of more than koala per hectare were commonly considered unsustainable Martin
Nowadays intervention is generally recommended when densities reach over
hectare and more than
et al

koala per

of trees in an area have a canopy foliage cover of less than

In some cases densities have reached a staggering

Ramsey

koalas per hectare Whisson et

al
Overabundance in koalas is not a new phenomenon The first recorded incidence of tree dieback
caused by koala overabundance dates to around

in Wilsons Promontory Victoria Kershaw

The impacts of overabundance can be devastating In

over

of trees had been

completely or highly defoliated by koalas in Cape Otway Victoria Whisson et al

As a result

of koalas tracked in this study died due to starvation with a few being euthanised to reduce
further suffering Whisson et al

Such extensive tree dieback Fig

is likely to cause a

cascade of effects impacting other species While the knock on effects of koala overabundance are
poorly studied Paton et al

showed that bird communities changed over time after a koala

induced tree dieback event He found the bird community to become less diverse and dominated by
only a few larger species when the canopy thinned

Fig e
Manna gum Eucalyptus viminalis forest On the left a revegetation plot with wildlife proof fence on
Raymond Island Victoria M Drijfhout
On the right dead manna gums due to koala overabundance at the
Great Otway National Park along the Cape Otway lighthouse road Victoria M Drijfhout

Besides ecological impacts overabundant koala populations also have social impacts In the only
rigorous assessment to date of its kind Hundloe et al

estimated that the koala contributed

billion annually to the Australian tourism industry with that number set to rise over the
following years While leaf less trees do make it easier for tourists to spot koalas starving koalas are

not great for business As one local business owner put it the whole of the cape Otway smelled of
dead koalas ABC

In addition such situations can impact people s state of mind by causing

distress or concerns about the welfare of the animals and about losing their local forests
Differences in opinions on how to best handle overabundant populations have led to conflict and
divisiveness from e g animal activists that view koalas as harmless blameless and defenceless
equalling euthanising or culling koalas to murder to farmers that consider koalas to be no different
from any other animal and as such they should be subject to control Wilks
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In Victoria koalas weigh
Handasyde
hectares to over
Handasyde
about

f
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kg and live approximately

years in the wild Martin and

Koalas are largely solitary with the size of their home range varying from below
hectares depending on the density of preferred food trees Martin and
Mature female koalas can produce a single young per year and theoretically up to

young over her lifetime Martin and Handasyde

It is estimated that there are about

adult koalas left in the wild Woinarski and Burbidge
Koalas are known to be fussy eaters They mainly eat leaves from Eucalyptus trees preferring only a
small number of Eucalyptus species In Victoria their diet commonly exists of either manna gum
Eucalyptus viminalis blue gum Eucalyptus globulus swamp gum Eucalyptus ovata or river red
gum Eucalyptus camaldulensis or a combination of these species Martin and Handasyde
While koalas can disperse over distances of more than

kilometres Dique et al

move as far In Cape Otway koalas were found to move very little
found inside or within
Whisson et al

most do not

of the time koalas were

m of their home range even though food resources were declining
This was despite the high connectivity of most manna gum woodland in Cape

Otway and close proximity to contiguous suitable mixed forest

km Whisson et al

Thus

even when food becomes scarce koalas appear to continue to eat whatever is left of their preferred
food trees and starve rather than move elsewhere Such strong site fidelity in which animals do not
relocate when their habitat becomes unliveable has also been observed in tree kangaroos
Dendrolagus lumholtzi Newell

Koalas in Queensland weigh

kg Martin and Handasyde

Koala populations do not become overabundant overnight While disease free koala populations can
double their numbers every to years Martin

it can take up to

years before a

population reaches overabundant proportions following koala reintroductions pers comm P
Menkhorst

According to Menkhorst

three characteristics

sites that experience overbrowsing generally have

they involve one of the subspecies of manna gum or swamp gum

population densities are high at least per hectare and

koala

they occur either on islands or in

situations with poor habitat connectivity and therefore with limited dispersal opportunities While
habitat isolation and fragmentation might be a contributing factor to some koala populations
becoming overabundant the situation in Cape Otway showed that this is not always the case
One factor that can affect fertility rates of koala populations and thus population size is the
prevalence of Chlamydia Once infected Chlamydia can cause reproductive tract disease and
infertility in koalas Martin and Handasyde
rates with as few as

As such Chlamydia can drastically reduce fertility

of females breeding at any one site Martin and Handasyde

However fertility rates among infected populations are generally not uniform Martin and
Handasyde

Even though the absence of the disease is sometimes regarded as a contributing

factor e g French Island and Kangaroo Island SA it does not explain overabundance as there
have been sites where Chlamydia infected populations did become overabundant Mitchell et al
Herbert

The populations in Budj Bim National Park formerly Mount Eccles and on

Raymond Island are good examples of this Mitchell et al

Herbert

Other factors that have been suggested as possible explanations of overabundance in koalas include
changes in fire regimes and a lack of predators For example according to Jurskis

the

presence of frequent mild burning as was done by Aboriginals prior to European settlement
resulted in forests having fewer mostly healthy adult trees with hard and dry leaves low in nutrient
content and therefore low in koala densities Jurskis

argues that the disruption of this

practice led to new growth of eucalypts as well as to stress in trees which subsequently led to
irruptions of e g koalas arguing that sick trees provide them with better food than healthy trees
However empirical evidence to support this appears to be largely lacking and Jurskis theories have
been refuted by others e g Keith and Henderson

Redpath

In general koalas have few predators It is believed that prior to European settlement the dingo
Canus dingo Smith et al

and Aboriginals have been the koala s main predators Yugovic

Powerful Owls Ninox strenua Wedge tailed Eagles Aquila audax and other raptors lace
monitors Varanus varius and domestic dogs Canis familiaris all constitute possible predators of
koalas as well yet little is known about the significance of predation for koala populations Melzer et

al

According to White

the role of predation is unlikely to influence the number of

animals pointing out that the single most important factor limiting species abundance is a relative
shortage of nitrogenous food An abundance of highly nitrogenous and thus nutritious food might
therefore lead to an increase of survival of young and thus an increased abundance of the animal
species as young survive to reproduce White
A possible answer to the root cause of overabundance lies in leaf chemistry as it is known to
influence tree use and feeding preferences by koalas Moore et al

Moore and Foley

The feeding choices made by koalas are determined by the nutritional quality and toxic secondary
metabolites in leaves and tree size Hume and Esson

Moore and Foley

Moore et al

Yet there has not been a formal comparison of these aspects between sites that have
experienced overabundant koala populations and sites that have not A quantitative comparison of
foliar and digestible nitrogen and defensive chemistry of leaves between such sites could provide
scientists and managers with a way of predicting which sites have the lowest chance of developing
problematic koala populations
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Koalas have been heavily managed in Victoria for decades Menkhorst
koalas were abundant and hunted for their skin however by the
koala had been almost wiped out in Victoria Menkhorst

In the late

th

century

s there was concern that the

Fortunately earlier introductions of

koalas to two islands off the coast of Victoria created large source populations from which koalas
were later translocated back to the mainland In

years over

locations in Victoria and South Australia Menkhorst

koalas were translocated to

History has shown that while many

translocated founder populations did not become problematic some like in Framlingham Forest
Cape Otway and on Raymond Island did with spectacularly negative impacts for those sites Duka
and Masters

Menkhorst

Whisson et al

To mitigate negative impacts overabundant koala populations need to be managed Overabundant
populations have been mainly managed through translocations and fertility control combined with
planting trees to replace dead trees e g Duka and Masters
Translocations are useful in managing overabundant populations as they can quickly reduce the
number of animals in an area thereby reducing the pressure on trees Nowadays most
translocations take place within states with many of the translocated individuals being surgically

sterilised prior to release to avoid possible future overabundance issues at release sites Menkhorst
Whisson et al

While populations in eastern Australia could benefit from restocking

translocation of koalas from southern Australia to eastern Australia is generally not advised due to
physical differences between southern and eastern koalas they were once even thought to be
different subspecies Martin and Handasyde

Although translocations have been very

successful in the past they can have negative side effects Translocations can increase stress levels
of animals through handling and transportation of the animals or unfamiliarity with their new
environment Duka and Masters
can be variable Menkhorst
died within

Whisson et al
Whisson et al

While the outcome of translocations
found

of translocated koalas had

months of translocation while no deaths were registered in koalas from the source

population In Victoria koalas have been translocated to so many sites around the state that new
suitable sites have become difficult to find DSE
Fertility control of overabundant koalas has become increasingly more common with reliable
techniques available Menkhorst

Hynes et al

Fertility control is typically done by either

inserting a subcutaneous hormone implant in female koalas or surgical sterilisation of male koalas
Both methods include capture of koalas anaesthesia surgery and release Fertility control has been
shown to have minimal adverse effects Middleton et al

Duka and Masters

Hormonal

implants have long lasting effects at least years and have been proven highly effective at
reducing the fertility of koalas Hynes et al

However fertility control does not immediately

reduce the pressure of an overabundant population on its environment In addition fertility control
is deemed expensive requiring ongoing annual programmes to maintain healthy population levels
Duka and Masters
Although manna gums are relatively fast growing trees trees take time to grow Planting trees
therefore does not provide any immediate relief for trees that are under pressure due to
overbrowsing Planting trees can potentially even exacerbate overabundance in the long run by
providing a continued supply of suitable food for koalas
There is no simple solution when it comes to how to best manage overabundant koalas as each
method has its own down sides This is no different for another often discussed management
option culling Culling is a measure aimed to quickly reduce population numbers by humanely killing
animals Widespread culling is not uncommon in Australia in managing other iconic species such as
kangaroos wallabies possums wombats Australian magpies and cockatoos as well as invasive
species like feral horses camels pigs goats cats and foxes but not koalas DELWP
In the

DoTEE

s experts advised the culling of koalas as one of a suite of control methods to

reduce the number of koalas on Kangaroo Island in South Australia and prevent further animal
suffering due to starvation Possingham et al

Tyndale Biscoe

rejected this advice due to apparent public outcry Bagust

The state government

To this day culling is rarely

considered in managing koalas despite continued calls by experts to cull in extreme cases where
large scale tree dieback leads to mass starvation of koalas As Garrott et al

put it killing

animals is viewed as unappealing at the very least

P blic
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Public opinion often has a substantial effect on policy Page and Shapiro

Burstein

The

more salient noticeable and important an issue is to the public the stronger the relationship is
likely to be Page and Shapiro

Burstein

For example a mention on the news is often a

clear signal about the salience of a topic McCombs

Koalas are frequently covered in the news

and are one of the world s most charismatic species koalas and their management can certainly
be considered a salient topic Lunney and Matthews

Bagust

Albert et al

The ability of the media to influence the salience of issues and influence the public agenda is well
known McCombs

This appears to happen directly e g by putting a topic on the front page

but also indirectly through comments sections underneath an online article as opinionated news
comments can influence other media users perception as well Von Sikorski and Hänelt

This

new source of unsolicited public opinion could be useful in understanding conservation issues Di
Minin et al

Drijfhout et al

Ladle et al

Sutherland et al

as online public

opinion contains a trove of information about the acceptability of contentious conservation
strategies such as culling overabundant koalas New approaches are emerging that allow advantage
to be taken of the tsunami of public opinions being expressed on social media platforms and online
commentary
According to Garrott et al

the methods used by conservation practitioners to manage

overabundance often elicit negative attitudes from the public This holds particularly true for the use
of unpopular methods like killing animals for popular species Garrott et al

A lack of public

support for management options can lead to controversy and conflict Stankey and Shindler
In Victoria a measure of the controversy surrounding the potential culling of overabundant koalas is
that on a rare occasion that hundreds of overabundant koalas were killed by managers it was
regarded by many as a secret cull as the occurrence was not publicly revealed through the media

until at least a year later Ferguson

Yet technically these koalas were already dying and

therefore euthanised rather than culled to prevent further suffering due to starvation
Conflict can drive changes in policy that are against ecological evidence and best practice Engaging
with the human dimensions of conservation is therefore considered essential for successful
conservation outcomes Mascia et al

Sandbrook et al

Bennett et al

Successful

engagement requires an understanding of these dimensions but too often policy makers and
managers make assumptions about the public s values attitudes and behaviours Dickman
The mismatch between these assumptions and empirical observations of values attitudes and
behaviours is often startling Dickman

Recent advances in social psychology have led to the

development of robust tools that can quantify people s values beliefs and attitudes e g Zinn et al
Manfredo et al

Kendal et al

A formal survey of the public s perception on

management options for overabundant koalas is however lacking leaving room for assumptions and
anecdotal evidence to influence policy
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Effectively addressing complex management issues in conservation should benefit from
incorporating an evidence based understanding of not only the ecological but also the human
dimensions of conservation e g Ives and Kendal

Russell Smith et al

The concept of social values has become increasingly prominent in environmental decision making
Ives and Kendal

Values are considered a specific mode of conduct or end state of existence

that is personally or socially preferable or in other words something that serves as a guiding
principle in someone s life Rokeach

Underlying values are an important characteristic of

people or social groups that help shape the judgements they make about the world around them
and why they make the decisions they do Ives and Kendal

As such studies of values and

related concepts can help managers and other decision makers predict how people will react to
particular management practices Bengston

Ford et al

Research has shown that three different clusters of values or value orientations can help predict
pro environmental behaviour and attitudes nature centred biospheric value orientation human
centred altruistic value orientation and self centred egoistic value orientation Stern et al
Schultz

Generally pro environmental behaviour appears to be positively related to biospheric

and altruistic values and negatively to egoistic values Stern et al

De Groot and Steg

Values and beliefs have been demonstrated to underpin people s attitudes to conservation policies
and management and understanding these can aid managers in minimising conflicts with the public
Ives and Kendal

Jacobs et al

Beliefs can be defined as people s understandings about

the world or facts as an individual perceives them Dietz et al

A range of beliefs are

important in conservation such as beliefs about the consequences of environmental conditions on
things important to us and normative beliefs the way we believe things should be Dietz et al
Stern

Basic beliefs about human wildlife relationships have been useful in identifying

two contrasting ideologies a belief in the human mastery over wildlife versus humans and animals
being equals with each leading to different attitudes and behaviours toward wildlife Fulton et al
Manfredo et al

Generally underlying values influence beliefs beliefs in return

influence people s attitudes norms behaviours and social acceptability People tend to have few
values and these are considered relatively stable over the course of a life time Manfredo et al
Attitudes and behaviours tend to be more numerous and malleable Fulton et al

Ives

and Kendal
These concepts can be measured using surveys Traditional approaches such as postal
questionnaires interviews and focus groups are sometimes compromised by low response rates and
small sample sizes De Leeuw and De Heer

potentially leading to biased results Groves

Online surveys if conducted properly however can overcome some of these issues and have been
found to be a reliable alternative to postal surveys Evans and Mathur
Other new approaches are emerging that allow advantage to be taken of the tsunami of public
opinions being expressed on social media platforms such as Twitter and Facebook and in online
commentary The mining and analysis of this data for commercial purposes is well established and is
now also increasingly being used in scientific research e g Hu and Liu

Kryvasheyeu et al

Recent articles underline the usefulness and ways to make use of this new source of
unsolicited public opinion to conservation Di Minin et al

Drijfhout et al

Ladle et al

Sutherland et al
One such method is Sentiment Analysis It is the field of study that analyses people s opinions
sentiments attitudes and emotions from written language and offers a way of automating the
analysis of large volumes of digital text Liu

Sentiment Analysis identifies different opinion

dimensions such as polarity which can be positive negative or neutral strength the intensity of
positive or negative sentiments and emotion categories including sadness joy etc
Marquez et al

Bravo

While concepts such as preference like dislike and social acceptability have

their roots in social theory the identification of opinion dimensions in Sentiment Analysis is rooted

in natural language processing providing an alternative toolbox to explore opinions without having
to make use of time consuming costly survey methods Sentiment Analysis has the potential to be a
useful alternative for traditional survey methods that measure public opinion O Connor et al
However little is known about the potential of this tool in conservation

The i

li e

This thesis aims to take a multidisciplinary approach to explore both ecological and human
dimensions of the management of overabundant koalas and investigate gaps in the evidence used in
their management Thinking beyond disciplinary boundaries and using evidence based knowledge of
both dimensions can improve the outcome of conservation efforts aimed at managing these
populations
This thesis does not present a comprehensive integrated approach on how to best manage
overabundant koalas but rather it explores some of the gaps present in current knowledge

Chapter 2
Some but not all sites where koalas are present experience overabundance causing defoliation of
trees by overbrowsing and subsequent tree dieback Predicting which existing koala populations
might become problematic would aid managers in decision making regarding the long term
management and conservation of koala populations Previous studies have shown that feeding
choices made by koalas are determined by browse quality digestibility of leaves toxic secondary
metabolites in leaves and tree size Hume and Esson

Moore and Foley

Moore et al

Yet there has never been a formal comparison of these aspects in one of their favourite food
trees the manna gum E. viminalis

between overbrowsed sites and sites where koalas are

present but never have been overabundant Chapter investigates whether stand level differences
in leaf chemistry of manna gums can explain why some sites have developed overabundant
populations while others did not by comparing the chemical composition of leaves from
overabundant sites to control sites

Chapters 3-6
The influence of public opinion or perceived opinion on the management of overabundant koalas
is clear particularly where unpopular management options have been suggested for such a popular
species Policy makers and managers make assumptions about public opinion yet mismatches
between assumptions and empirical observations of opinions are a common phenomenon Miller
and McGee

Dickman

Currently little empirical evidence is available on public opinion

on the management of overabundant koalas Hence the remaining chapters of this thesis are
dedicated to obtaining and exploring empirical evidence of people s perceptions on how to best
manage these overabundant populations as well as the factors driving their perceptions To aid in
contextualizing the results of this work I compare opinions on koalas to two other charismatic
species that are also considered locally overabundant in Australia native kangaroos and feral wild
horses also known as brumbies
Chapter
Chapters and explore the use of Sentiment Analysis in measuring public opinion about wildlife
management Chapter is a published letter to Frontiers in Ecology and the Environment in which I
discuss the potential of Sentiment Analysis in understanding public attitudes to issues in wildlife
conservation Drijfhout et al
Chapter
Chapter explores the application of this novel technique in conservation by measuring public
opinion about culling wildlife I use Sentiment Analysis to test

whether sentiment expressed in

comments on news stories about culling koalas is more negative than sentiment in comments about
culling kangaroos or feral horses

whether sentiment is related to support for culling and

whether specific sentiment words relate to comments on the culling of specific species This chapter
is intended for submission to People and Nature
Chapter
Making use of more traditional techniques of surveying Chapter focuses on quantifying the
general public s opinions on overabundant koala management through a questionnaire distributed
to an online panel Aiming to inform conservation management I measure social acceptability of a
range of koala management options including culling and how people s acceptability is shaped by
their underlying values and beliefs about human wildlife relationships To explore whether people
respond differently to koalas than to other species separate questionnaires were distributed to

measure the social acceptability of management of overabundant kangaroos and feral horses as
well
Measuring environmental value orientations I introduce a new animalistic dimension to the widely
used biospheric altruistic egoistic orientations scale I also test whether providing information on
the impacts of overabundance can shift the public s social acceptability of management options This
chapter is currently being prepared for resubmission to Biological Conservation after receiving minor
revisions from two anonymous reviewers
Chapter
Finally in part drawing from results from the questionnaire presented in the previous chapter
Chapter presents a comparative study in which the results from the general public s opinion on
overabundant koala management is compared to results from a similar questionnaire sent to
experts people who are thought to have a deeper understanding of koala overabundance and its
management
While there is a perceived difference of opinion on the acceptability of culling between experts and
the general public there is little empirical evidence available to support or refute this I quantify
whether there is in fact a disparity in the acceptability of different koala management responses
between the two groups To help understand the causes of any disparity I measure underlying
values and beliefs of experts and compare these to those of the general public to understand how
these shape people s acceptability of different management responses This chapter is intended for
submission to the Journal of Environmental Management

Chapter 7
The results and findings of the research presented in this thesis are summarized in this final chapter
which also discusses the implications of the results for research and practice and explores some
possible future directions in research
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Can overabundance in koalas be explained by leaf
chemistry of manna gums
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The abundance and availability of food is considered fundamental in determining animal abundance
Efforts to increase our understanding of factors like the nutritional quality of available food
commonly focus on populations in decline but it is also important to understand these factors in the
management of populations in which increasing abundance becomes problematic In Australia the
koala Phascolarctos cinereus is both in decline and in overabundance in different parts of its range
While the causes for its decline are well understood the causes of its overabundance are not as
clear A possible answer lies in the leaf chemistry of its preferred food trees as this is known to
influence koala s feeding preferences This study asked whether differences in stand level leaf
chemistry of manna gums Eucalyptus viminalis can explain why some sites have developed
overabundant koala populations while others did not We expected to find foliage with higher
nutritional value and lower defensive compounds in sites where koalas have been overabundant
Leaves and soil samples from seven overabundant sites and seven control sites were collected and
chemically analysed Univariate testing of foliar and digestible nitrogen concentrations as well as
concentrations of formylated phloroglucinol compounds FPCs of leaves between overabundant
and control sites did not reveal any significant differences Sites of overabundance were on average
located in closer proximity to the coast and soil samples from overabundant sites displayed higher
levels of conductivity PERMANOVA showed that there were significant differences in leaf chemistry
between individual sites but these were not explained by whether a site was overabundant or not
nor by environmental factors or soil characteristics These findings contribute to our understanding
of what factors are and are not involved in koala overabundance and will help advance research
aimed at understanding and predicting where overabundance might occur

I

d ci

Food is considered fundamental in determining animal abundance White
Chapman

Hanya and

The quantity and availability of food as well as the quality are important as a

shortage in sufficiently nutritious foods is thought to limit animal abundance White

In

primates for instance the nutritional quality of leaves of abundant trees can predict the biomass of
certain species Chapman et al

Similarly folivorous marsupials in the rainforests in northern

Australia are more abundant on nutrient rich soils as fertile soils corresponded to higher
concentrations of foliar nutrients see Kanowski et al
Understanding the factors affecting animal abundance is often key in the conservation and
management of animals Hanya and Chapman

With the populations of many species declining

worldwide efforts to increase our understanding of factors like the nutritional quality of available
food commonly focus on populations in decline but it is also important to understand these factors
in the management of populations that are increasing particularly when increasing abundance
becomes problematic Kie et al

Hanya and Chapman

In Australia the koala Phascolarctos cinereus is both in decline and in overabundance in different
parts of its range McAlpine et al

Causes for its decline are well understood and major threats

include habitat loss droughts disease dog attacks and vehicle collisions McAlpine et al

The

causes of its overabundance are more ambiguous Although the presence of manna gum Eucalyptus
viminalis

constituting a preferred food source is regarded as a key driver limited habitat

connectivity disease or an absence of predators may also be important Strahan and Martin
Menkhorst

Yet a single factor linking these overbrowsed areas has yet to be identified

A population can be considered overabundant when animals are too numerous for their own good
impacting their own health or when the ecosystem is affected negatively by the abundance of the
animals Caughley

Koalas are considered locally overabundant in parts of Victoria and South

Australia Menkhorst

Koala overabundance involves a severe overbrowsing of their food

trees in which they strip all the leaves from a tree leading to tree dieback and ultimately the
starvation of koalas themselves This has occurred on many occasions with densities reaching up to
koalas per hectare and threats of overabundance continue to this day Menkhorst
Whisson et al

pers obs

Until recently populations with a density of more than koala per

hectare were commonly considered unsustainable Martin
generally recommended when densities reach
have a canopy foliage cover of less than

Nowadays intervention is

koala per hectare and more than

of trees

Ramsey et al

Koalas are dietary specialists and have a strong preference for only a small number of tree species
In Victoria their diet commonly consists of either manna gum Eucalyptus viminalis blue gum
Eucalyptus globulus swamp gum Eucalyptus ovata river red gum Eucalyptus camaldulensis or a
combination of these species Martin and Handasyde

Previous studies have shown that

feeding choices made by koalas are determined by the nutritional quality i e concentration of
nitrogen and digestibility of leaves toxic secondary metabolites in leaves and tree size Hume and
Esson

Moore et al

Moore and Foley

Toxic secondary metabolites deter

herbivory and in the leaves of many eucalypts from the subgenus Symphyomyrtus, formylated
phloroglucinol compounds FPCs in particular strongly influence koala feeding preferences at the
individual tree scale Moore and Foley
As a shortage in sufficiently nutritional foods is thought to limit animal abundance White
ample food with high concentrations of nitrogen N and without high concentrations of toxic
compounds might then contribute to an increased abundance of koalas and possibly help predict
where overabundance might occur Yet there has not been a formal comparison of nutritional
quality and defensive chemistry of leaves between sites that have experienced overabundant koala
populations and sites that have not
This study asked whether differences in stand level leaf chemistry of manna gums can explain why
some sites have developed overabundant koala populations while others did not We hypothesised
that foliage in sites where koalas have been overabundant contain higher concentrations of nitrogen
and lower FPC concentrations than foliage in sites where koalas have been present but not
overabundant A quantitative comparison of leaf chemistry between sites could provide scientists
and managers with a way of predicting which sites have the highest chance of developing
problematic koala populations

Me h d

Study area
Victoria is a state in south eastern Australia Much of the southern part of Victoria where this study
took place experiences a temperate climate characterised by mild to warm summers and cool
winters BoM

a Throughout the study area in which our sites were located mean annual

rainfall ranged from
annually BoM

to

mm although most sites received between

to

mm rainfall

b Even though overabundance of koalas also exists in the state of South

Australia this study has been restricted to Victoria due to logistical financial and time constraints
The vegetation at the study sites is characterised by dry to damp sclerophyll forest dominated by
different tree species like messmate Eucalyptus obliqua narrow leaved peppermint Eucalyptus
radiata and manna gum Eucalyptus viminalis Viridans

Three widespread subspecies of

manna gum can be found in Victoria subspecies pryoriana can be mainly found in coastal areas of

south eastern Victoria subsp viminalis can be found in most of southern to central Victoria and
subsp cygnetensis is found in southwest Victoria Costermans

Fig e
Map of the state of Victoria Australia with the location of study sites Red symbols indicate sites of
overabundance blue symbols indicate control sites Study sites are from left to right MTE Budj Bim National
Park formerly Mount Eccles MTN Mount Napier State Park GRP Grampians National Park also known as
Gariwerd MTC Mount Cole State Forest COT Great Otway National Park Cape Otway area CRW Creswick
Regional Park BBR Brisbane Ranges National Park WSF Wombat State Forest MTM Macedon Regional Park
PHI Oswin Roberts Reserve Phillip Island FRI French Island National Park WPR Wilsons Promontory National
Park WAP Wattle Point Gippsland Lakes Reserve and RAI Raymond Island Gippsland Lakes Reserve Green
indicates nature areas source https data vic gov au

A total of fourteen study sites were selected seven overabundant
sites Fig

Table

koala ha and seven control

Manna gum either subsp pryoriana or viminalis was present at all sites

Koalas were also present at all study sites Koalas had been translocated to all but two sites with
translocations taking place at least

years ago Table

as part of a state wide program to

manage overabundant populations Thousands of koalas were translocated from overabundant
areas to areas with few or no koalas and while many translocated populations did not become
problematic some did with spectacularly negative impacts for those sites Martin
Masters

Menkhorst

Whisson et al

Duka and

Twenty five years is regarded as long enough

to determine if translocated koalas will eventually become overabundant or not at those sites
pers comm Peter Menkhorst

Table
Overview of site specifics for each study site For site acronyms see Fig
Site type represents
either overabundant OA or control sites C Elevation is in meters source Google Earth Pro
Subsp
represents the subspecies of E. viminalis that was sampled at each site First known translocations TL to each
site are based on information from Martin
and Menkhorst
No koala translocations appeared to
have taken place to two sites WPR and WAP it is assumed that these are natural populations The first
recorded incidence of overabundance OA is based on information from Menkhorst
Ramsey et al
COT Mitchell et al
RAI and preliminary koala survey results from both Parks Victoria and Dr
Matthew Wood
MTN Note that overabundance will likely have occurred before it was first
recorded in most cases due to e g caveats in historic reporting and a lack of early monitoring at sites As a
result time since first translocation and overabundance does not seem to support a
year lag time between
translocation and a site potentially becoming overabundant yet it is still deemed valid as this claim is based on
decades of expert knowledge rather than incomplete records
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Using sites where koalas have been overabundant in the past but are not currently overabundant
assumes that stand level leaf chemistry of mature trees does not vary widely over time This is
probably a reasonable assumption if the overbrowsing was relatively recent and managed
accordingly in which case many of the trees that were present during the time of overabundance
were likely still present at the time of sampling Manna gums are fire tolerant and resprout after fire

Withers and Ashton

so it is likely that even if some of these sites were burnt in the last

years most large trees would have survived those events In addition leaf chemistry is known to be
strongly heritable in the case of FPCs Andrew et al

Andrew et al

FPC concentrations in

offspring are therefore likely to represent that of trees present prior to tree dieback or at earlier
overabundance events While some tree species respond to overbrowsing events by inducing higher
levels of chemical defence no convincing evidence of this has been found in eucalypts pers comm
B D Moore

Sample collection and analysis
Ten study sites were sampled in

and four sites were sampled in

with two sites being

sampled in both years to determine if year of sampling had any effect on leaf chemistry Table
All sampling took place between March and May At each site
M

mature manna gum trees mean

were identified and mapped The girth at breast height

cm above the ground was

measured and subsequently converted to diameter at breast height DBH Canopy condition was
assessed by measuring the canopy radius of each tree from which canopy area was calculated
M

m and estimating the projected foliage cover as well as the level of defoliation proportion of

dead branches and epicormic growth following Wood s methodology
Leaves Leaf samples were collected using either a pole pruner or a Big Shot slingshot with
throwline Youngentob et al
immediately at

Mature leaves were sealed in plastic bags and frozen

C in a field portable freezer ca

g wet mass Leaves were kept frozen until

prepared for analysis
A few leaves from each tree were kept back for in field testing for the presence of cyanide
Cyanogenic glycosides can limit an animal s feeding on certain individual trees Moore et al

a

Samples of each tree were tested using Cyantesmo test strips suspended above minimal water with
cut up leaves in it as this presents a quick semi quantitative method to test for the presence of
cyanide Rella et al

Smith et al

Cyanide was not detected in manna gum leaves of any

of the sampled trees and is not reported further
Frozen leaf samples were freeze dried and ground at
mill

rpm using a Retsch ZM

centrifugal

mm mesh Powdered samples were stored at room temperature in plastic containers prior to

chemical analysis
All leaf samples were scanned using Near Infrared Reflectance Spectroscopy NIRS using a Foss XDS
Rapid Content Analyser following methods described by Moore et al

Near infrared spectral

characteristics of plant tissue reflect the underlying chemical bonds that make up different nutrients
and secondary metabolites like FPCs McIlwee et al

These spectra can be calibrated against

reference spectra to develop equations for use in estimating concentrations of nutrients and FPCs
for other samples the spectra of which fall within the bounds of the calibration population Lawler
et al

As such NIRS can improve the efficiency and cost of studies as only a selection of

samples is then required for chemical analysis to verify and strengthen initial predictions of chemical
components Foley et al

In WinISI v

a subset of

of the samples from

was

selected based on Principal Component Analysis PCA and Neighbourhood H distances of spectra
see McIlwee et al

such that these samples represented the most chemically dissimilar

samples across all trees sampled The selected

samples and all of the

samples were

submitted for chemical analysis
Browse quality particularly nitrogen and toxic secondary metabolites in leaves determine feeding
choices made by koalas Moore and Foley

Moore et al

Therefore foliar nitrogen was

determined by combustion analysis Dumas technique on a Leco TruMac CN analyser Digestible
nitrogen was determined following the in vitro assay described in DeGabriel et al

using F

filter bags Total FPC concentrations were determined using High Performance Liquid
Chromatography HPLC as described by Wallis et al

on an Agilent

Infinity HPLC

system FPCs are a class of phenolic compounds and their total concentration is an indication of the
level of defence Moore and Foley

HPLC chromatograms were also used to identify individual

FPCs like Macrocarpals of which Macrocarpal G Mac G is the most abundant in manna gums and
easily distinguished Moore et al

b As such Mac G concentrations were also included in

further analysis A predictive calibration model of samples that had not previously been chemically
analysed was developed for each of these constituents using both the near infrared spectra and the
concentrations of nitrogen and FPCs from samples that had been chemically analysed Moore et al

Soil Soil fertility can be an underlying factor driving variation in foliar nitrogen Boerner
soil sample

cm depth ca

g was collected within a

One

meter radius of each sampled tree

Soil samples were air dried and sieved using a mm sieve Within sites tree level samples were then
combined and mixed thoroughly to create a site level sample which was then subsampled and
analysed by the CSBP Soil and Plant Analysis Laboratory in Western Australia to determine
phosphorus Colwell potassium Colwell sulphur KCl

organic carbon Walkley Black nitrate

nitrogen ammonium nitrogen electrical conductivity pH water and pH CaCl

Data analysis
Data were analysed using R v

R Core Team

and PRIMER

v

First the leaf

chemistry of the two sites sampled in both sampling years was compared Wilcoxon signed rank test
was used to test for significant differences in medians of leaf chemistry variables between sampling
years There were no significant differences in leaf nitrogen leaf N digestible nitrogen digN Mac
G and total FPC concentrations in leaves from trees sampled in both
Table S

Data from

and

Supplementary

has been excluded from further statistical analyses to avoid

overrepresentation of these two sites
Possible differences in tree condition between overabundant sites and control sites were compared
using Mann Whitney tests As there appeared to be more incidence of overabundance in coastal
areas distance from the study sites to the coast was included to test for geographic differences
between overabundant and control sites Rainfall is an important driver of plant growth and
therefore food availability e g Bayliss
in limiting abundance of animals White

With the availability of nutritious food being important
Bayliss

annual rainfall was therefore included

in the analysis to test whether overabundance was driven by rainfall Possible differences in distance
to the coast and annual rainfall between overabundant sites and control sites were compared using
Mann Whitney tests
Differences in leaf chemistry variables leaf N digN Mac G total FPCs and soil characteristics
between overabundant and control sites were tested individually using Mann Whitney tests as well
as part of a multivariate analysis to test for interactions of variables Initial screening of the data
indicated no differences in leaf chemistry variables between subspecies viminalis and pryoriana so
subspecies was not used as a factor in analyses Permutational multivariate analysis of variance
PERMANOVA was run for comparisons of leaf chemistry variables by Abundance Ab
overabundant versus control sites Site nested in Abundance Si Ab

ie

to account for the variation in

individual trees among sites and their interactions Tests were run using Euclidean distances among
samples and

permutations in the software PRIMER Principal Component Analysis was then run

to distinguish which groups of variables might be of importance in driving abundance by evaluating
whether clusters coincide with the type of site i e overabundant or control site

Re l

Tree Condition
Defoliation scored into classes representing to

of potential canopy remaining was more

severe at overabundant sites than at control sites Table
defoliation class reflected an estimated
SE
SE
sites M

p

At overabundant sites mean

of foliage remaining Mean M

while at control sites an estimated

of foliage remained on average M

Epicormic growth was more apparent at overabundant sites M
SE

p

Standard Error

SE

than control

with class reflecting a presence of epicormic growth over most of

the tree crown and class indicating that epicormic growth could only be seen in part of the crown
Table

Table
Mann Whitney test results of tree characteristics tree health indicators and environmental factors
in overabundant sites versus control sites Total DBH is the total diameter at breast height in centimetres
Defoliation class dead branch index and epicormic growth index are described in Wood
Means reflect
mean of means for Total DBH canopy area and projected foliage cover or mean of medians for defoliation
class dead branch index and epicormic growth index as calculated from the individual trees at each site SE is
standard error W is the Mann Whitney statistic and is the sum of the ranks of the first sample Asterisks
indicate significance p

O e ab
Mea

da
SE

C
Mea

l
SE

W

Tree condition
Total DBH cm
Canopy area m
Projected foliage cover
Defoliation class
Dead branch index

NA

Epicormic growth index
Environmental factors
Distance to coast km
Annual rainfall mm

While some variation in the proportion of dead branches was observed within sites the index was
found less insightful than other tree health characteristics as the mean in both overabundant and

control sites was found to be

with a standard error of

Table

Class in the dead branch

index corresponded to trees having small and or large dead branches but not all over the crown and
these branches were easily observed
There were no significant differences in tree characteristics between both sites i e total DBH and
canopy area Table

Environmental factors
A significant difference was found in the geographical location of overabundant sites versus control
sites Table
control sites M

Overabundant sites were more often closer to the coast M
km SE

p

km SE

than

No significant difference was found in annual rainfall in

overabundant sites versus control sites p

Leaf chemistry variables and soil characteristics – Univariate tests
No significant differences were found in individual leaf chemistry variables between overabundant
sites and control sites Table

A significant difference was found in conductivity with soil samples

from overabundant sites being more conductive than samples from control sites Table

.

Table
Mann Whitney test results of leaf chemistry variables and soil characteristics in overabundant sites
versus control sites For leaf chemistry variables means reflect mean of means as calculated from the
individual trees at each site SE is standard error W is the Mann Whitney statistic and is the sum of the ranks
of the first sample Asterisks indicate significance p

O e ab
Va iable

Mea

da
SE

C
Mea

l
SE

W

Leaf chemistry
Leaf nitrogen
Digestible nitrogen
Macrocarpal G mg g leaf
Total FPCs mg g leaf
Soil characteristics
Ammonium Nitrogen mg kg
Nitrate Nitrogen mg kg
Phosphorus mg kg
Potassium mg kg
Sulphur mg kg
Organic Carbon
Conductivity dS m
pH level CaCl
pH level H O

Leaf chemistry variables – Multivariate tests
In both PERMANOVA models for comparison of leaf chemistry variables between overabundant and
control sites the interaction term Si Ab was significant Table

This indicated that there were

significant differences between trees from individual sites but these were not associated with
whether a site was overabundant or not Including environmental factors distance to coast and
annual rainfall and soil characteristics as covariates did not change this outcome

Table
Permutational multivariate analysis of variance PERMANOVA results for comparisons of leaf
chemistry variables by Abundance Ab i e overabundant versus control sites Site nested in Abundance
Si Ab and their interactions Tests were run using Euclidean distances among samples and
permutations in the software PRIMER df degrees of freedom SS sum of squares MS mean squares
P perm significance Significant effects p
are indicated with an asterisk

S

ce

df

SS

MS

Pe d

P e

F
Leaf chemistry variables only
Ab
Si Ab
Residuals
Total
Leaf chemistry variables & covariates
log DistanceSea
log AnnualRain
log AmmoniumN
log NitrateN
log P
log K
log S
OrganicC
log Conductivity
pH CaCl
ph H O
Ab
Si Ab
Residuals
Total

Principal Component Analysis PCA did not separate groups i e overabundant versus control sites
based on leaf chemistry variables Fig
high

While explained variance of PC and PC together was

no clear clusters separated based on abundance of koalas at sites

Fig e
Principal Component Analysis PCA of leaf chemistry variables from leaf samples from
overabundant and control sites Red triangles OA represent overabundant sites blue triangles C represent
control sites The first two principal components capture
PCA and
PCA of variance
respectively For full site names see Fig

Di c

i

Overabundance in koalas is not uncommon in southern Australia Several factors have been
suggested as contributing factors to their overabundance yet a single factor linking these
overbrowsed areas has yet to be identified As a shortage in sufficiently nutritious foods is thought
to limit animal abundance White

an abundance of such foods could therefore help explain

why some sites experience overabundance while others do not This study asked whether
differences in foliar and digestible nitrogen and defensive chemistry of leaves of manna gums can
explain why some sites have developed overabundant koala populations while others did not No
significant differences were found in individual leaf chemistry variables between overabundant and
control sites Soil conductivity was slightly higher in samples from overabundant sites than those
from control sites Differences were found in distance to the coast with overabundant sites more
often being closer to the coast than control sites Multivariate analysis of leaf chemistry variables

showed that there were significant differences between trees from individual sites but these were
not explained by whether a site was classified as overabundant or not nor by environmental factors
and soil characteristics as covariates While the leaf chemistry variables considered here did not
explain overabundance these findings contribute to our understanding of what drives these
populations as it helps to rule out certain factors
In their study Moore and Foley

concluded that leaf chemistry particularly high FPC

concentrations or low concentrations of nitrogen restricted the use of trees including E. viminalis
by koalas at their study site on Phillip Island limiting the food available to them and therefore
potentially influencing the koala population The link between leaf chemistry and reproductive
success has been confirmed in another folivore the brushtail possum Trichosurus vulpecula where
variations in available nitrogen were strongly correlated with reproductive success and females that
had better quality trees in their home ranges reproduced more often and had faster growing
offspring DeGabriel et al

However the degree to which leaf chemistry might influence koala

populations is not so clear while it determines patterns of tree use within a site Moore and Foley
Marsh et al

there is not yet any evidence that this correlates with reproductive success

as was shown in the possum study This study suggests leaf chemistry does not appear to be a key
driver of overabundance in koala populations at a landscape scale
A possible explanation is that other factors like the proportion of manna gums or environmental
factors are more important in driving abundance at the landscape scale Moore and Foley
and Moore et al

found that concentrations of FPCs and available nitrogen in leaves can vary

between manna gum individuals in the same stand and that this spatial configuration of individual
trees can determine the browsing pattern of koalas Sites containing a smaller proportion of manna
gums could indicate a lower carrying capacity of koalas as they require larger home ranges to find
high quality trees and satisfy their nutritional needs However manna gums are not the only food
tree favoured by koalas and while sampling more trees and tracking koalas home ranges was
beyond the scope of this study the nutritional value of other food trees should be taken into
account especially in areas where the proportion of manna gum is relatively low It is also important
to consider that the proportion of preferred food trees could be high in an area but the absolute
biomass of preferred foliage at a site could be low due to a lower tree density altogether Another
potential driver for overabundance could be the proportion of preferred high N low FPCs versus
non preferred manna gums within sites Moore and Foley

found koala visitation rates to be

lower than expected for trees with low foliar nitrogen concentrations while FPCs were only effective
in reducing koalas use of the most highly defended trees There appear to be thresholds in both
nitrogen and FPC concentrations that determine whether or not a tree is attractive to koalas

However initial screening of our data indicated no substantial differences in these proportions
between overabundant and control sites
Overabundant sites were on average found closer to the coast than control sites A possible
explanation could be that coastal sites more often have higher proportions of manna gums than
inland sites potentially accommodating a higher carrying capacity however see above Another
possible explanation could lie in sodium concentrations of leaves Sodium is an essential
micronutrient that is often limiting to herbivores e g Belovsky and Jordan

and koalas have

been found to go to extreme measures like chewing bark to meet their sodium requirements Au et
al

While Au et al

found manna gum leaves to contain less sodium at higher

elevations this could also coincide with distance to coast where the sodium concentration of leaves
is not limiting at coastal sites but could be limiting at more inland sites It is known in both Western
Australia and Victoria that salt deposition from precipitation decreases further from the coast
Hingston and Gailitis

Hutton and Leslie

The conductivity results from the soil samples

showing higher conductivity in overabundant sites seem to support this theory as salt is a good
conductor e g Marcar

Measurement of sodium concentrations in leaves was beyond the

scope of this study due to financial and time constraints but will be tested for in the future
Besides incorporating the proportions of preferred food trees their absolute biomass and measuring
sodium concentration in leaves along a gradient from the coast to inland sites we also suggest
future work could focus on modelling koala abundance against the variability in rainfall rather than
annual rainfall and water tables as a possible indicator of water deficits and therefore stress in
trees potentially in combination with measuring leaf moisture Leaves provide most of the koala s
water intake and leaf moisture has been indicated as an important factor in koala abundance in
hotter drier areas Clifton
For the first time a comparison of the leaf chemistry of manna gums in sites that have experienced
overabundant koala populations and sites that have not has been undertaken Identifying the causal
factors of overabundance is a useful avenue of research to pursue as it could provide managers with
a useful tool in management by allowing a predictive analysis of the risk of overabundance
developing at sites where koalas have been introduced relatively recently This may enable
managers to select better sites in the future for e g translocations Such a comparison also helps
shed light on how variable the foodscape the quality of food resources available in the landscape
Marsh et al

is for koalas around Victoria and how this relates to their abundance more

generally We acknowledge that our findings are only part of the puzzle as to understand why some

sites become overabundant while others do not but every piece is an important step towards
completing the puzzle
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at the Oswin
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Sentiment Analysis: ready
for conservation
We welcome the paper by Ladle et al.
(2016), as it brings attention to the
important topic of understanding
social responses and cultural trends
through the analysis of digital texts.
The availability of these data, along
with the number of tools created to
analyze them, has increased immensely with the arrival of, and growing
access to, the internet. We agree with
Ladle et al. (2016) that conservation
scientists have only just begun to tap
into this wealth of data. One topic
they mention briefly is the analysis of
sentiment, which is described as “particularly difficult to automatically
assess, owing to the semantic complexity of language and the frequent
use of abbreviations, misnomers, misspellings, slang, and sarcasm” (Ladle
et al. 2016). We believe the field of
Sentiment Analysis has progressed
far beyond its infancy and is worthy
of much greater attention in conservation. Sentiment Analysis offers a
more powerful and nuanced way of

analyzing digital text, which can provide a more mechanistic understanding of the way people think about
conservation issues, beyond what is
possible by simply tracking changes
in word frequencies.
Sentiment Analysis measures people’s opinions, sentiments, evaluations, attitudes, and emotions from
written language (Liu 2012). Initially
used in computer science for analyzing
sentiments expressed in product
reviews, the use of Sentiment Analysis
has been rapidly spreading to other
scientific disciplines (Figure 1; Liu
2012). It has the potential to harvest
relevant information from an evergrowing volume of social media data
(Hirschberg and Manning 2015). For
instance, sentiment expressed in
tweets has been used to predict not
only (1) the results of public opinion
polls, highlighting the potential of
tweets as a supplement or substitute
for expensive and time-intensive traditional polling (O’Connor et al.
2010), but also (2) damage from a natural disaster (Kryvasheyeu et al. 2016)
and trading opportunities in financial
markets (Zheludev et al. 2014).

At the core of Sentiment Analysis
is a lexicon containing words or
phrases expressing different sentiments (Liu 2012). Lexicons can be
manually created as a list of predefined words or automatically created
using machine learning techniques
(eg training datasets) (Yu and
Hatzivassiloglou 2003). Sentiment
Analysis can identify different “opinion dimensions” such as polarity
(positive, negative, or neutral),
strength (the intensity of positive or
negative sentiments), and emotion
(categories including sadness, joy,
etc) (Bravo-Marquez et al. 2014). It
is true that language has complexities, like sarcasm or irony, which
makes sentiment difficult to accurately characterize (Ladle et al.
2016). However, other complexities
– such as acronyms, slang, and misspelled words – are being tackled by
the increasing sophistication of software (Bravo-Marquez et al. 2014),
which is leading to Sentiment
Analysis accuracy rates as high as
90% (Yu and Hatzivassiloglou 2003).
Today, there is great interest in the
analysis of social media data for

Figure 1. Google Trends analysis of the terms “nature conservation”, “sentiment analysis”, and culturomics. The relative frequency
of a search term for every month over the past 12 years is shown.
© The Ecological Society of America
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conservation purposes, for instance
to measure public engagement with
conservation, or to understand preferences for biodiversity (Di Minin
et al. 2015). Sentiment Analysis of
opinion-based data could provide
important insights into public opinion
on sensitive or controversial conservation issues. For example, public
outcry over culling native animals can
influence conservation policy and
management, yet there is usually little
empirical evidence of public opinion
beyond that expressed by a few
involved stakeholders. Sentiment
could also be analyzed over space to
monitor changes in public response to
specific parks, or over time to measure
responses to particular management
actions. This approach has clearly
progressed beyond its infancy, and
should be seen as a valuable analytical
tool in the rapidly expanding world of
social media data analysis for conservation purposes.
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Online public opinion contains a trove of information about the social acceptability of contentious
conservation strategies such as culling overabundant koalas We used Sentiment Analysis analysis
of opinions expressed in social media texts to test

whether sentiment expressed in comments

on news stories about culling koalas is more negative than sentiment in comments about culling
kangaroos or feral horses brumbies

whether sentiment is related to support for culling and

whether specific sentiment words related to comments on the culling of specific species Adopting a
lexicon based approach we targeted a straightforward method with readily accessible tools to allow
for easier application among practitioners than more complex alternatives We found that sentiment
did not differ between species while commenters were against culling koalas evenly balanced for
kangaroos and supportive of culling feral horses Support for culling kangaroos could be predicted
from the sentiment scores but not support for culling koalas or feral horses The combination of
Sentiment Analysis with indicator analysis proved to be useful at identifying key words for
determining the topics driving sentiment patterns We suggest how current methods could be
developed to improve the congruence between support and sentiment scores and conclude that
careful application of Sentiment Analysis holds great promise for the incorporation of public opinion
into conservation policy

I

d ci

Engaging with the human dimensions of conservation issues is recognised as an essential part of
achieving successful conservation outcomes Mascia et al
al

Sandbrook et al

Bennett et

While there has been a push for evidence based conservation science and policy in recent

years Sutherland et al

Cook et al

Russell Smith et al

empirical evidence on

human dimensions to support decision making is often lacking Dickman

Traditional

approaches such as postal questionnaires interviews and focus groups are compromised by low
response rates and small sample sizes De Leeuw
results Groves

De Heer

potentially leading to biased

In the digital age new approaches are emerging that allow advantage to be

taken of the tsunami of public opinions being expressed on social media platforms such as Twitter
and Facebook and in online commentary The mining and analysis of this data for commercial
purposes is well established and is now also increasingly being used in scientific research e g Hu

Liu

Kryvasheyeu et al

This new source of unsolicited public opinion could be useful in

understanding conservation issues Di Minin et al

Drijfhout et al

Ladle et al

Sutherland et al
Sentiment Analysis is the field of study that analyses people s opinions sentiments attitudes and
emotions from written language Liu

It offers a way of automating the analysis of large

volumes of digital text Twitter users alone produce about

billion tweets per year Brantner

Sentiment Analysis was first developed to automatically analyse consumer sentiments
expressed in online product reviews e g Hu

Liu

It can identify different opinion

dimensions such as polarity or valence which can be positive negative or neutral strength the
intensity of positive or negative sentiments and emotion categories including sadness joy etc
Bravo Marquez et al

While concepts such as preference like dislike and social acceptability

have their roots in social theory the identification of opinion dimensions in Sentiment Analysis is
rooted in natural language processing providing an alternative toolbox to explore opinions without
having to make use of time consuming costly survey methods Sentiment Analysis has the potential
to be a useful alternative for traditional survey methods that measure public opinion O Connor et
al
Human encroachment on the natural world is growing leading to increasing conflict not only
between people and wildlife but between the public and those charged with managing wildlife
Conflict resolution requires understanding the thoughts and actions of people involved which can
ultimately determine the outcome of a conflict Manfredo
Kendal

Dayer

Dickman

Ives and

A particularly contentious issue that often leads to conflict is the lethal control of

wildlife Dubois et al

This is especially true when it concerns animals that are considered

overabundant as overabundance tends to be a subjective value laden concept Garrott et al
Public outcry over culling overabundant wildlife can influence conservation policy management and
outcomes e g Tyndale Biscoe
In Australia culling is a management strategy that is used to reduce the population of overabundant
animals such as native kangaroos wallabies and possums and introduced brumbies wild horses
camels and deer Wilks
are issued annually DELWP

DotEE

Thousands of permits for lethal control of these species

Koalas appear to be an exception Despite being locally

overabundant in parts of southern Australia Menkhorst

koalas are rarely culled Koalas can

overbrowse their food trees leading to severe tree dieback and the death of animals through
starvation While experts have advised culling public outcry has regularly prevented this from

happening Tyndale Biscoe

Bagust

However there is little empirical evidence of what

the public at large really thinks to support or refute this
In this study we explored the use of Sentiment Analysis to measure public opinion about wildlife
culling by analysing sentiments expressed in online comments on news articles As there are
different approaches to Sentiment Analysis e g Bravo Marquez et al

with varying levels of

complexity we chose to evaluate a straightforward method of Sentiment Analysis to allow for easier
application by practitioners if successful First we compared sentiments in comments on koala
culling to sentiments expressed in comments on the culling of kangaroos and brumbies While online
commentary is expected to contain mostly negative sentiment Rosenberry

we hypothesised

that comments on the culling of koalas would express more negative sentiment than comments on
kangaroo culling or brumby culling We then compared how sentiment expressed in comments
relates to support for culling hypothesising that negative sentiment would be related to a
disapproval of culling Lastly we explored whether specific sentiment words related to comments on
the culling of specific species This study presents empirical evidence on how Sentiment Analysis can
provide insight into public opinion about the culling of overabundant wildlife and demonstrates how
Sentiment Analysis can be used in a conservation context

Me h d

Study species and data collection
English language online Australian and international news articles posted between

and

that included a comments section on the culling of overabundant koalas kangaroos and brumbies
were obtained through internet searches using the keywords koala kangaroo or brumby in
combination with cull culling overabundance overabundant overbrowsing kill We collected the
comments in response to each story and for each comment we recorded the title commenter s
name date news source and species A total of
articles

on koalas

articles

on kangaroos

comments were collected from
articles and

on brumbies

news
articles

For the purpose of this study different kangaroo species Eastern Grey kangaroos Western Grey
kangaroos and Red kangaroos have been grouped together as one taxon because they are similarly
managed when overabundant

Data analysis
We analysed all data in R v

R Core Team

Sentiment Analysis using Liu s opinion lexicon Hu

We used a lexicon based approach to
Liu

which contains lists of negative and

positive words First comments were pre processed by stripping out HTML tags We used the
polarity function in the qdap package version
sentiment scores for each comment Rinker

to assess valence and strength by calculating
The polarity function identifies words included in

the lexicon and uses an equation to calculate sentiment based on the number of positive and
negative words valence shifters e g negators and amplifying words e g very resulting in an
unbounded sentiment score per comment Goodrich et al

We calculated mean M

sentiment and standard error SE for each species An Analysis of Variance ANOVA was used to
test for differences in average sentiment between species as the data were normally distributed
Supplementary Fig S
The relationship between sentiment and support for culling was then analysed We manually coded
all comments for their level of support of culling
species

if the comment was against culling the study

if the level of support was either unknown or neutral or

if the comment expressed

support for culling Comments were coded in a random order to avoid potential bias introduced by
scoring the comment based on its preceding conversation trail A subset of

randomly selected

comments were coded by separate coders authors MD and DK While intercoder reliability as
calculated with Cohen s weighted kappa Cohen
suggested aiming for a kappa of

was good kappa

Landis and Koch

indicating almost perfect agreement between

coders All disagreements in the initial coding were then discussed and resolved The same coders
then coded a further
sufficient kappa

randomly selected comments Cohen s kappa was calculated and deemed
The lead author coded all further comments To avoid an

overrepresentation of active commenters in the data analysis was based on average sentiment and
support per commenter A Pearson s chi square test was performed to evaluate whether observed
support for culling followed an expected equal distribution

for

against We then used

binomial logistic regression glm function family binomial to test whether sentiment predicts the
support for culling ignoring ambiguous and neutral responses which constituted

of all

responses
To determine if some sentiment words were particularly associated with the culling of different
species we used the multipatt function in the indicspecies package version
indicator analysis with

iterations De Cáceres et al

to perform an

While this package was designed

for indicator species analyses it is easily applied to finding indicator words in a similar way Usually

this function studies the association between species patterns and combinations of groups of sites
by analysing the relationship between species abundance or occurrence from a set of sampled
study sites and the classification of the same sites into site groups e g habitat types In our analysis
sentiment words were analogous to species and comment groups by species to study sites Positive
and negative sentiment words occurring less than

times in total were excluded to avoid rare

words causing noise in the classification patterns Group combinations were not considered In
addition to a test statistic and p value the multipatt function returns values for specificity the
predictive value of a sentiment word as indicator of the comment group and fidelity the probability
of finding sentiment words in comments belonging to the comment group De Cáceres

Re l

Mean sentiment was slightly negative for each species with no significant difference between
species koala M
p

F

SE

kangaroo M

SE

and brumby M

SE

ANOVA

One sample t tests showed that the mean sentiment per species differed

significantly from zero koala t

p

kangaroo t

p

brumby t

p

Support for culling
Across all three species a significant majority of commenters were against culling χ
p

However the pattern of support varied amongst species Commenters were

overwhelmingly against the culling of koalas by a ratio of almost
split for the culling of kangaroos χ
almost

χ

p

χ

p

evenly

and in support of culling brumbies by a ratio of

p

There was a significant correlation between sentiment in kangaroo comments and probability of
support for culling p

Fig

the more positive the sentiment the higher the probability of

support for culling However sentiment in comments on koala culling and brumby culling showed no
significant association with probability of support for culling resp p
Table S

p

Supplementary

Fig e
Predictions of support for culling per species from sentiment score The graphs show the estimated
relationship and
confidence intervals Tick marks on the horizontal axes indicate sentiment scores

Indicator words
Of the

common occurring

times negative sentiment words

words for a particular species p
sentiment words

Supplementary Table S

A Of

were identified as indicator
common positive

were identified as indicator words for a particular species p

Supplementary Table S

B While some positive indicator words indicate logical connections with

specific species e g cute as a positive indicator word for koalas the negative indicator words
were more revealing Fig

Negative indicator words associated with koala comments are words

like weak murder sick and poor strong emotional words related to the act of culling the
management response to overabundance On the other hand negative indicator words that are
associated with kangaroo comments are words like crash concerned and risk These words can be
associated with the overabundance itself in particular the risk overabundant kangaroos pose to
motorists Similarly indicator words associated with brumby comments include invasive and fragile

relating to the impact overabundant feral horses have on their environment as well as pig and carp
which are also considered feral species in Australia

Fig e
Negative and positive indicator words p
occurring in comments The colour of the symbols
refers to the specificity of sentiment words as indicator of the target species the darker the colour the higher
the probability that the word is an indicator word in specific species comments The size of the symbol refers
to the fidelity of sentiment words as indicator of the target group a larger size meaning a higher probability of
finding the sentiment word in a specific species comment Classification of symbols is based on mean
standard deviation

Di c

i

Surprisingly comments on news articles about culling koalas did not express significantly more
negative sentiment than comments on kangaroo culling or brumby culling there was no evidence to
suggest that people s sentiment towards koala culling was different than for kangaroo or brumby
culling based on Sentiment Analysis alone As valence can be a strong predictor of acceptability of
lethal control Jacobs et al

we scored the support for culling Commenters were found to be

overwhelmingly against the culling of koalas evenly divided about kangaroo culling and mostly in
support of culling brumbies Control methods that aim to remove overabundant animals from an
area tend to receive less support when the species is believed to be naturally occurring or native
Dandy et al

This could explain why most comments are not supportive of culling koalas and

why culling brumbies a non native species is supported Besides naturalness people s beliefs
about the impact of overabundance are also thought to drive the support for management Dandy
et al

Thus the more neutral result for native kangaroos is perhaps explained by increased

awareness of overabundance as they often share their habitat with humans Coulson et al
Drijfhout et al unpublished data
Interestingly different patterns were observed in the relationship between sentiment and support
for culling across the three species While sentiment was positively related to the probability of
support for culling of kangaroos no significant relationship was found between these parameters in
koala and brumby comments The positive relationship found in kangaroo comments could be
explained by commenters focusing on the management action through positive sentiment e g I
think culling kangaroos that s fine

and their disapproval of culling through negative sentiment

e g outrageous !!!! stop the killings shame on you !!!

By contrast comments that were

positive but unsupportive of culling koalas and brumbies were often positive about the beauty of
the animals or about preferred alternative management options while negative comments about
koalas and brumbies often included concern for the animals welfare A number of comments
reflected a positive sentiment towards the culling of humans as the ultimate drivers of destruction
of the natural world This sentiment was also reflected in the many sarcastic comments in this group
about human domination science and government institutions Sarcasm has proven difficult to
tackle by lexicon based Sentiment Analysis Liu

As it is support cannot be extrapolated from

sentiment for all species
The indicator words proved to be a useful way of analysing people s opinions about culling different
species Different sentiment words were used in association with comments about the culling of

different species Koalas were associated with more emotion driven words which could potentially
be explained by the koala s popularity driven by a human tendency to anthropomorphise Wilks
found that activists in particular tend to anthropomorphise koalas portraying koalas as
cuddly and harmless Indicator words for kangaroos instead reflected the impact overabundant
kangaroos can have rather than an emotional response to culling while for brumbies it reflected
their introduced status and impact on the environment
Our study has shown how Sentiment Analysis can be used in improving our understanding of a
contentious topic in conservation the culling of wildlife While we expected to find more negative
sentiments in comments on koala culling our findings show a much more nuanced result suggesting
online commenters are not all as outraged as we sometimes assume they are This diversity in
results underlines the need for a policy which is not predicated on the assumption that the general
public generally agrees about how to best manage overabundant koalas
Little is known about the demographics of online commenters but see Stroud et al

raising

concern about the representativeness of the group of commenters Integrating multiple data
sources could help better cover the diversity of commenters yet without demographic information
representativeness cannot be analysed However as the impact of public opinion on policy can be
substantial Burstein
Sikorski

Hänelt

and opinionated news comments can influence other media users Von
as a group commenters are therefore still useful to survey even if they only

represent one part of the general public
As the use of Sentiment Analysis in conservation is relatively new it provides an exciting novel
opportunity for the analysis of human dimensions in conservation Recent advances in Sentiment
Analysis are tackling the analysis of texts that contain slang sarcasm misspelled words and emojis
Bravo Marquez et al

Felbo et al

beyond its infancy Drijfhout et al

confirming that Sentiment Analysis has progressed
A future challenge in the conservation domain will be to

understand why Sentiment Analysis accurately predicts support for management actions in some
cases but not others sentiment scores were an accurate predictor of the likelihood of support for
culling kangaroos but not for koalas and brumbies Although a

in

success rate may not seem

promising we point out that the lexicon we used was a general one developed for use in customer
reviews not highly complex conservation issues The development and application of domain
specific lexicons could improve correlation of sentiment scores with support for conservation
management across a range of issues Another challenge will be to identify whether the source of
the sentiment is related to the issue at hand in this case culling or to something else such as the
species itself e g I love koalas

More sophisticated methods for Sentiment Analysis like the use of

other natural language based methods and machine learning could improve the accuracy of these
results However such alternatives were considered beyond the scope of this study as time and
effort spent on the analysis is likely to increase potentially putting conservation practitioners off
while the benefits might prove limited e g Roberts et al

Finally the combination of

Sentiment Analysis with indicator analysis has proven to be useful at identifying key words for
determining the topics driving sentiment patterns providing practitioners with a straightforward
approach to gain insight in what is discussed in online fora
The vast quantity of online opinions generated by billions of people globally provides a unique
opportunity to explore public opinion quickly and cheaply using automated processes We expect
that further developments in Sentiment Analysis will make this a useful resource for managers and
policy makers and permit them to track e g temporal changes in sentiment or the opinions
expressed by different groups in the community as they navigate complex conservation issues
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Fig e S : Distributions of sentiment scores in comments per species middle The number of negative
words per comment left and the number of positive words per comment right are also shown

Table S
p

Logistic regression of sentiment scores as a predictor of support for culling

p

p

CI for Odds Ratio
B SE
All

Lower

Odds Ratio

ecie

Intercept
Sentiment
χ2 17.525, df 1, p 0.001. Nagelkerke R2 0.043, McFadden’s R2 0.024
K ala
Intercept
Sentiment
χ2 0.776, df 1, p 0.378. Nagelkerke R2 0.008, McFadden’s R2 0.006
Ka ga
Intercept
Sentiment
χ2 17.747, df 1, p 0.001. Nagelkerke R2 0.105, McFadden’s R2 0.060
B

b

Intercept
Sentiment
χ2 1.252, df 1, p 0.263. Nagelkerke R2 0.011, McFadden’s R2 0.006

Upper

Table S A List of significant negative indicator words for all study species derived from Indicator Species
Analysis using the multipatt function in R package indicspecies nperm
Func IndVal g Groups
represent species
Kangaroo
Koala and Brumby

G

I dica
kill
ugh
cons
dust
rot
anger
sting
bs
dent
killing
danger
slaughter
waste
lack
drought
risk
plague
concern
concerned
disgust
bias
negative
crash
critical
illegal
shock
problem
poor
sick
stress
starvation
complex
starve
murder
shame
burn
weak
decline
vulnerable
evil
burning
damage

d

S ecifici

Fideli

I dVal

pigs
pig
invasive
fragile
shit
carp
doubt
protest

Table S B List of significant positive indicator words for all study species derived from Indicator Species
Analysis using the multipatt function in R package indicspecies nperm
Func IndVal g Groups
represent species
Kangaroo
Koala and Brumby

G

I dica
d
led
like
proper
good
win
gain
great
hot
work
super
fun
right
gains
free
clear
improved
ready
ample
improve
benefit
safe
sustainable
important
happy
fine
protection
correct
lean
avid
thank
properly
joy

S ecifici

Fideli

I dVal

sensible
enjoy
heal
prefer
healthy
cute
pretty
stable
lover
success
successful
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Management of charismatic locally overabundant wildlife such as koalas Phascolarctos cinereus
and kangaroos Macropus spp has led to public outcry on multiple occasions While this public
opinion has been influencing decision making evidence on what the general public thinks to support
this decision making has been largely lacking
Here we quantified the opinions n

of a representative sample of the Australian public on the

acceptability of a range of management options for managing overabundant populations of native
koalas kangaroos and the introduced feral horses Equus caballus Our survey also measured
environmental value orientations introducing a new animalistic dimension to the widely used
biospheric altruistic egoistic orientations scale and beliefs about human wildlife relationships to
determine drivers of acceptability Lastly we examined the effect of providing ecological information
on acceptability by randomly selecting half the koala respondents to receive additional information
on the impacts of koala overabundance
We found significant differences in the acceptability of different management options within and
across species While the public understood the need for intervention lethal control options such as
culling were generally considered unacceptable in koalas but acceptable in kangaroos The
acceptability of culling koalas increased with the provision of information but remained
unacceptable overall Both values and beliefs were useful in explaining the acceptability of different
management options Empirical evidence of public opinion such as that presented here will aid
decision makers in engaging the public and reduce conflict by revealing the basis of opinion in
people s values and beliefs leading to better management decisions and conservation outcomes

I
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A lack of public support for conservation management can lead to controversy and conflict Stankey
and Shindler

Such conflict can drive changes in policy that are unsupported by ecological

evidence Engaging with the human dimensions of conservation is therefore considered essential for
conservation e g Sandbrook et al

Successful engagement requires an understanding of

these dimensions but too often policy makers and managers make assumptions about the public s
values attitudes and behaviours Dickman

The mismatch between these assumptions and

empirical observations of values attitudes and behaviours is often startling Dickman
Effectively addressing complex management issues in conservation should benefit from
incorporating an evidence based understanding of not only the ecological but also the human
dimensions of conservation e g Ives and Kendal

Russell Smith et al

Managing charismatic species can be particularly complex with unpopular decisions potentially
sparking public outcry One management strategy that is commonly regarded as unpopular is the
culling of wildlife particularly when management objectives or the impacts of wildlife are unclear
Dandy et al

As such it is often met with resistance Culling can be used for a range of

reasons such as to quickly reduce the size of populations to prevent environmental damage or to
address animal welfare concerns by reducing the likelihood of starvation and animal suffering While
there can be substantial ecological evidence supporting the culling of wildlife in some instances the
public may not support these management actions Public outcry has resulted in the reversal of
decisions to cull wildlife such as to cull overabundant koalas in southern Australia Bagust
Culling is regularly used in managing some species of wildlife in Australia e g DELWP

For

instance feral horses known as brumbies are culled as they damage fragile alpine ecosystems
despite their cultural significance see Dawson et al

Native kangaroos another iconic

Australian animal are regularly culled as mobs can damage grasslands and crops and increase the
risk of vehicle collisions Coulson

Overabundant koalas however are typically managed

differently Koalas are considered overabundant in some areas of Victoria and South Australia
Menkhorst

and overbrowsing of their favourite food trees can ultimately lead to tree dieback

and starvation of koalas themselves Menkhorst

In

an expert task force advised the

state government to cull overabundant koalas on Kangaroo Island South Australia to halt tree
dieback and reduce the suffering of koalas Possingham et al

However public outcry both in

Australia and internationally persuaded the state government to ignore that key recommendation
Bagust

and culling has been dismissed by state governments since then e g Menkhorst

Wahlquist

Yet alternative strategies have significant drawbacks translocating animals

can create overabundance issues elsewhere and potentially negatively impact the welfare of
translocated animals Whisson et al
expensive Duka and Masters

while fertility control is deemed labour intensive and
A measure of the controversy surrounding the management of

koalas is that on the rare occasion that hundreds of overabundant koalas were put down in Victoria
it was regarded by many as a secret cull as the occurrence was not publicly revealed through the
media until at least a year later Ferguson

It is unclear on what basis koalas receive different treatment compared to other charismatic but
locally overabundant species However one key driver of the apparent aversion for culling appears
to be public opinion As early as

there was strong opposition against open seasons to harvest

koala skins in Queensland Hrdina and Gordon

and as Menkhorst

points out lethal

means of population control have not been authorised for the koala since the

s because of its

iconic status and public image Yet limited contemporary evidence exists on public opinions
regarding the culling of koalas One study showed that culling can potentially reduce the likelihood
of revisitation by tourists Rosewarne
Hundloe et al

As koala tourism is a significant source of income

a decrease in visitors could potentially have negative economic consequences

in the small communities where this occurs Another study found that while identifying
stakeholders on Kangaroo Island and the way they perceive koalas the different parties involved
view koalas very differently resulting in few points of agreement between most of these groups
Wilks

These studies demonstrate the complexity and difficulty of finding an acceptable

solution in managing overabundant koalas At the same time they provide only limited insight in
what is acceptable and why as both studies are small scale and not representative of the general
Australian public
There are growing calls for more evidence based conservation policy e g Sutherland et al
Cook et al

Frameworks and mechanisms that provide guidance in improving this process

often encourage the inclusion of both ecological and social sciences Sutherland et al
al

Cook et

Yet empirical evidence on the human dimensions such as public opinion are rarely

incorporated into decision making in conservation management Dickman

There are

however robust tools available to measure a variety of dimensions of public opinion e g Zinn et al
Manfredo et al

Kendal et al

This study aimed to collect empirical evidence on the general public s opinions on managing
overabundant koalas to inform conservation management We measured the social acceptability of
a range of koala management options including culling and how acceptability was shaped by
people s underlying values and beliefs about human wildlife relationships To explore whether
people respond different to koalas and other species we included two other charismatic but locally
overabundant species kangaroos and brumbies Because the provision of information about the
impact of certain situations can be important in forming judgements about acceptability Ford et al
we also tested whether providing information on the impacts of overabundance can shift
public opinion We asked the following questions
management options to the general public

How acceptable are different wildlife

Does acceptance vary by species

of information influence the acceptability of lethal control of koalas and

Can the provision

How do people s values

and beliefs shape acceptance of different management options We hypothesised that
management options would be more acceptable than lethal control methods
koalas would be less acceptable than for other species and

non lethal

lethal control of

the provision of information would

increase the acceptability of lethal control of koalas

Theoretical background
The theoretical basis of this study draws on established psychosocial constructs from social and
environmental psychology Fig

Social acceptability can be defined as an aggregation of

individual judgements or decisions regarding the appropriateness of a particular action or policy
Zinn et al

Stankey and Shindler

The appropriateness of an action is in part influenced

by the specific context it is situated in see Zinn et al

Ecological information has been shown

to influence social acceptability although the effects of the provision of information on psychosocial
concepts have been mixed and are sometimes non existent e g Ford et al

Straka et al

Fig e
Theoretical framework showing relationships between underlying values beliefs about human
wildlife relationships social acceptability and ecological information Fulton et al
Ford et al

Values and beliefs have been demonstrated to underpin people s support or opposition to
conservation policies and management and understanding these can aid managers in minimising
conflicts with the public Ives and Kendal

Jacobs et al

The class of values considered

here have been described as core values or underlying values Stern et al

Ives and Kendal

An underlying value is considered a specific mode of conduct or end state of existence that
is personally or socially preferable or in other words something that serves as a guiding principle in
someone s life Rokeach

It has been shown that three different clusters of values or value

orientations can predict pro environmental behaviour and attitudes nature centred biospherism
human centred altruism and self centred egoism Stern et al

Schultz

People with a

biospheric value orientation base their decision to behave pro environmentally or not on perceived
costs and benefits to nature as a whole De Groot and Steg

In a human centred or altruistic

value orientation people base their decisions on costs and benefits to other people and in a self
centred or egoistic value orientation people base their decision on costs and benefits to themselves
Stern et al

De Groot and Steg

Generally pro environmental behaviour appears to be

positively related to biospheric and altruistic values and negatively to egoistic values Stern et al
De Groot and Steg
Beliefs can be defined as people s understandings about the world or facts as an individual
perceives them Dietz et al

A range of beliefs are important in conservation such as beliefs

about the consequences of environmental conditions on things important to us and normative
beliefs the way we believe things should be Dietz et al

Stern

Basic beliefs about

human wildlife relationships have been divided into four belief dimensions appropriate use of
wildlife hunting social affiliation and caring for wildlife Manfredo et al

These four

dimensions can be grouped into two main belief constructs Domination and Mutualism
Appropriate use and hunting are considered dominionistic beliefs reflecting beliefs about the
human mastery over wildlife Social affiliation and caring are considered mutualistic beliefs which is
based on the belief that humans and wildlife are equal Fulton et al

Manfredo et al

Whereas underlying values influence beliefs beliefs in return influence people s attitudes norms
behaviours and social acceptability People tend to have few values and these are considered
relatively stable Manfredo et al
malleable Fulton et al

Attitudes and behaviours tend to be more numerous and

Ives and Kendal

Me h d

Study area
This study was undertaken in Australia and targeted three charismatic but locally overabundant
species Koalas occur in eastern and southern Australia but overabundance issues have mainly been
recorded in the states of Victoria and South Australia Menkhorst

Kangaroos occur

throughout most of Australia They have been grouped together as one taxon here because different
kangaroo species are similarly managed when overabundant Brumbies mainly occur from northern
and central Australia to south eastern Australia ALA

Their overabundance and management

in fragile alpine ecosystems in south eastern Australia are especially contentious

Development of the questionnaire
We assessed environmental values and beliefs for a set of respondents from across Australia and
how these concepts shape the social acceptability of different management options We developed
a questionnaire using the software platform Qualtrics Questions were grouped into three sections
relating to the three main concepts in our theoretical framework people s underlying values their
beliefs about human wildlife relationships and the social acceptability of management options
The first section measured people s values thought to be relevant to environmentally significant
behaviour Stern et al

De Groot and Steg

A set of

statements was used as indicators

of respondents Environmental Value Orientations EVO Twelve statements were drawn from an
existing value instrument measuring egoistic altruistic and biospheric value orientations De Groot
and Steg

We added four items to explore values specifically concerning animals instead of the

biosphere more generally These items aimed to measure a value orientation in which people make
decisions based on perceived costs and benefits to animals rather than to nature more generally We
hypothesised that respondents with stronger animalistic values would prioritise non lethal
management options to overabundance while respondents with stronger biospheric values would
prioritise lethal options if these target a better outcome for nature more generally A set of four
statements was used to measure each value orientation based on their importance as a guiding
principle in people s lives Statements were rated on a seven point Likert scale ranging from Not
important at all

to Very important

The second section measured people s beliefs about human wildlife relationships An existing scale
comprising

statements was used to measure respondents beliefs about human wildlife

relationships Fulton et al

Manfredo et al

After pre testing minor adjustments to the

statements were made to adapt the scale to better fit the Australian context e g Manfredo et al
used fish and wildlife in their statements whereas we used wildlife

These

statements

can be grouped into four belief dimensions appropriate use hunting social affiliation and caring
see theoretical background section for more details Respondents rated their level of agreement
with belief items on a seven point Likert scale ranging from Don t agree at all

to Strongly

agree
The third section measured the acceptability of different methods for managing overabundant
wildlife Respondents rated the acceptability of seven management options to a scenario in which
animals are starving to death due to a lack of food as the habitat cannot support the number of
animals The seven management options that were rated were Doing nothing let nature run its
course

Restore habitat replace dead or damaged vegetation

Translocation moving animals

from one site to another
sterilisation

Fertility control prevent reproduction e g hormone implants or

Culling control or reduce the size of a group by killing a number of animals

Indigenous hunting aboriginal hunters manage the animal numbers sustainably and Commercial
hunting use animals for commercial purposes e g fur meat
seven point Likert scale ranging from Not acceptable at all
unacceptable

Acceptability was measured on a
through Neither acceptable nor

to Very acceptable

Different versions of this third section of the questionnaire were developed each targeting a
different species koalas kangaroos and brumbies feral horses To test the hypothesis that
providing information could increase the acceptability of lethal control methods a fourth version
was developed also targeting koalas but containing additional information on the ecological impacts
of their overabundance This consisted of a short explanation of what overabundance is and its
impact on trees and wildlife including koalas The impact of koala overabundance was further
illustrated by two colour photos showing a forest of dead trees and a koala looking for food in a
nearly dead tree In addition the information contained pros and cons of some of the available
management options translocation restoring habitat fertility control and culling Respondents
were randomly assigned to one of four versions
Finally demographic information about each respondent was collected including information about
gender age and postcode zip code

Population selection
The study population consisted of adult residents of Australia Participants were accessed through a
market research company QOR using an online panel Proportional quotas were enforced on
gender age and the state or territory respondents lived in to match the most recent results of the
Australian census available at the time ABS

Participants registered with the market research

company were invited to take the survey in April and May
whom

were female Of these

respondents of

respondents completed the version including koalas

without additional information on their impacts
koalas along with information about their impacts
version and

There were

respondents completed the version including
respondents completed the kangaroo

respondents the brumby version of the questionnaire We can think of no obvious

reasons why the respondents should not be an unbiased sample of the national population for the
issues under consideration in this study

Data analysis – Differences in acceptability of management options
All data were analysed in R v

R Core Team

As Likert scale data is ordinal it does not

follow a normal distribution However as many parametric tests have been shown to be highly
robust to non normality it is common practice to use parametric tests when analysing Likert scale
data Carifio and Perla

Norman

Both student s t test and Analysis of Variance ANOVA

combined with post hoc Tukey tests were used to test for significant differences in means in the
level of acceptability between the four different survey versions The effect size the magnitude of
the difference between groups was calculated using the cohensD function in the lsr package
Navarro
large d

Effect sizes can loosely be classified as being small d
Cohen

medium d

and

though determining the practical importance of results should also be

based on context McCartney and Rosenthal

Data analysis – Mapping the relationship between values, beliefs and acceptability of management
options
Factor analysis was used to determine whether there were consistent patterns in people s responses
to different statements about values beliefs and the acceptability of the different management
options Separate analyses were performed on the values beliefs and acceptability scales in the
questionnaire Given the addition of the new animalistic value items and its unknown relationships
to the other value items the minor changes in the belief items to fit the Australian context better as
well as the fact that these scales have not been applied often to the Australian general public yet
exploratory factor analysis was used as no a priori assumptions were made on the number of
factors best representing the data The Minimum Residual Factor Analysis method was used with an
oblimin rotation using the fa function from the psych package in R to extract factors Revelle
A scree plot was used to help determine the number of factors The cut off for identifying significant
loadings on each factor was set at
Tabachnick and Fidell

which is considered fair Comrey and Lee cited in

The internal consistency of the different scales was analysed using

Cronbach s alpha
The factors identified in the factor analysis were used as latent variables in a structural equation
model SEM to map relationships between values beliefs and social acceptability We predicted
that beliefs would be influenced by values while acceptability would be influenced by both values
and beliefs Fig
Rosseel

Modelling was performed using the sem function in the lavaan package in R
A robust maximum likelihood estimator MLM was used to compensate for non

normality Separate models were created for each species however no major differences existed
between these models with one model representing all three species providing a better fit than
individual models As such the model presented here was fitted using data from all respondents i e
all survey versions
The model was optimised by removing non significant regressions and comparing models using
Akaike s Information Criteria AIC Burnham and Anderson

A two index strategy was used to

test the fit of the model in which the root mean square error of approximation RMSEA should be
less than approximately
approximately

and the root mean squared residual SRMR should be less than

Hu and Bentler

Re l

Acceptability of management options
Figure

provides an overview of respondents acceptability scores for each proposed management

option
Doing nothing
On average doing nothing about overabundance issues was considered moderately unacceptable by
the general public for all three species mean M

standard error SE

An

ANOVA showed that there was no significant difference in the acceptability of doing nothing
between species F

p

In addition providing respondents with information on the

impacts of overabundant koalas did not lead to a significantly different result in the acceptability of
doing nothing compared to those that did not receive this information
Restore habitat
Most respondents considered restoring habitat to be acceptable M

SE

was a significant difference in acceptability between the three species F

There
p

It was

more acceptable to restore habitat when managing overabundant koalas than it was managing
overabundant kangaroos p

or brumbies p

different between kangaroos and brumbies p

Acceptability was not significantly
Respondents that received information on the

impacts of koala overabundance found restoring habitat significantly less acceptable than
respondents that did not receive this information Mkoala

Mkoala

t

p

Translocation
Translocation of all three species was considered acceptable by most respondents M

SE

There was a significant difference in acceptability between the three species F
p

with translocation of overabundant koalas being more acceptable than

translocating overabundant kangaroos p

or brumbies p

was more acceptable than translocating kangaroos p

Translocation of brumbies

No significant difference was found in

the acceptability of translocating koalas when providing information about the impacts of
overabundance to respondents
Fertility control
Fertility control was on average moderately acceptable to the general public M

SE

There was a significant difference in the acceptability of fertility control between species F
p

with fertility control being less acceptable for overabundant koalas than for

overabundant brumbies p
kangaroos p

Acceptability was not significantly different between koalas and

and kangaroos and brumbies p

Providing respondents with information

on the impact of overabundance of koalas did not lead to a significantly different result in
acceptability of fertility control
Culling
On average culling overabundant koalas was considered moderately unacceptable by the general
public M

SE

acceptable M

The acceptability of culling kangaroos was considered moderately
SE

while the acceptability of culling brumbies was on average neither

acceptable nor unacceptable M
between the three species F
culling kangaroos p

SE

There was a significant difference in acceptability

p

or brumbies p

different between kangaroos and brumbies p

with culling koalas being less acceptable than
The acceptability of culling was not significantly
Culling koalas was slightly but significantly less

unacceptable in respondents that were provided with information on the impacts of koala
overabundance than those that did not receive this information Mkoala

Mkoala

t

p
Indigenous hunting
On average indigenous hunting was considered moderately unacceptable for koalas M
and moderately acceptable for kangaroos M

SE

and brumbies M

There was a significant difference in acceptability between the three species F

SE
SE
p

with indigenous hunting being less acceptable for overabundant koalas than for overabundant

kangaroos p

or brumbies p

than for kangaroos p

Indigenous hunting of brumbies was less acceptable

Providing respondents with information on the impacts of koala

overabundance did not lead to a significant difference in the acceptability of indigenous hunting of
koalas
Commercial use
The commercial use of koalas e g for pelts was on average considered unacceptable M

SE

whereas commercial use of kangaroos was considered moderately acceptable M
and commercial use of brumbies was neither acceptable nor unacceptable M
There was a significant difference in acceptability between the three species F
Commercial use of koalas was less acceptable than it was for kangaroos p
p

SE
SE
p

or brumbies

The acceptability of commercial use was not significantly different between kangaroos

and brumbies p

Commercial use of koalas was less unacceptable in respondents that were

provided with information on the impacts of overabundance than those without this information
Mkoala

Mkoala

t

p

Fig e
Acceptability of management options for
each species Koala represents the survey version
including koalas without information on their
impacts Koala represents the version including
koalas with this additional information Kangaroo
represents the version including kangaroos and
Brumby represents the version including brumbies
Acceptability was measured on a seven point scale
ranging from being Not acceptable at all through
being Neither acceptable nor unacceptable to
being Very acceptable Boxplots inside violin plots
show median and quartiles The black dot represents
the mean

Evaluation of effect sizes
Where information on the impacts of koala overabundance made a significant difference in
acceptability the effect sizes were generally small Table

The effect sizes in means between

Koala and Kangaroo were medium to large for the management options in which a significant
difference in acceptability was found The size of the effect was larger in lethal control methods than
for restoring habitat and translocation Generally the effect sizes in means between Koala and
Brumby

where significantly different were small to medium except for commercial use where

the size of the effect can be considered medium to large Finally the effect sizes in means between
Kangaroo and Brumby can be classified as small to medium

Table
Effect sizes calculated as Cohen s d Reported effect sizes correspond to significant differences in
mean acceptability Effect sizes can be classified as small d
medium d
and large d
Doing
nothing

Restore
habitat

Trans
location

Fertility
control

Culling

Indigenous
hunting

Commercial
use

Koala vs Koala
Koala vs Kangaroo
Koala vs Brumby
Kangaroo vs Brumby

Factor analysis
Values
Factor analysis was used to test the psychometric properties of the

item EVO The

items

forming the existing value instrument loaded as expected The new animalistic value items loaded
on a separate factor Table

The four identified factors explained

and had good reliability Cronbach s alpha between
latent variables in further analyses

and

of the variation in the data

The four factors were used as

Table
Factor matrix for environmental value orientations n
Factor loadings of
Bold values indicate the items grouped with each factor for further analysis

are shown

Factors
Value Item
Biospheric

Animalistic

Egoistic

Altruistic

Protecting the environment preserving nature
Conserving nature protecting the sustainable use of natural
resources
Respecting earth harmony with other species
Unity with nature fitting into nature
Animal rights animals can live their own lives
Caring for animals working for the welfare of animals
Animal justice correcting injustice do right by animals
Protecting animals preserving healthy populations
Social power control over others domination
Authority the right to lead or command
Wealth material possessions money
Influential having an impact on people and events
Social equality equal opportunity for all people
Helpful working for the welfare of other people
A world at peace free of war and conflict
Social justice correcting injustice care for the weak
Cumulative variation
Cronbach s alpha

Beliefs
A separate factor analysis was used to test the psychometric properties of the revised
mutualism domination scale in an Australian context Two factors were found rather than four
Table

The social affiliation belief items and caring belief items loaded on a separate factor

consistent with the overarching construct of mutualism The appropriate use belief items and of
the hunting belief items loaded on another separate factor which was consistent with the
overarching construct of domination The two identified factors explained
had good reliability Cronbach s alpha between
variables in further analyses

and

of the variation and

The two factors were used as latent

Table
Factor matrix for belief items n
Factor loadings of
items included with each factor for further analysis

are shown Bold values indicate the

Factors
Belief Item
Mutualism

Domination

Appropriate Use Beliefs
Humans should manage wildlife populations so that humans benefit
The needs of humans should take priority over wildlife protection
It is acceptable for people to kill wildlife if they think it poses a threat to their
life
It is acceptable for people to kill wildlife if they think it poses a threat to their
property
It is acceptable to use wildlife for research purposes even if it may harm or kill
some animals
Wildlife is on earth primarily for people to use
Hunting Beliefs
We should strive for a world where there s an abundance of wildlife for
hunting and fishing
Hunting is cruel and inhumane to the animals
Hunting does not respect the lives of animals
People who want to hunt should be provided the opportunity to do so
Social Affiliation Beliefs
We should strive for a world where humans and wildlife can live side by side
without fear
I view all living things as part of one big family
Animals should have rights similar to the rights of humans
Wildlife are like my family and I want to protect them
Caring Beliefs
I care about animals as much as I do other people
It would be more rewarding to me to help animals rather than people
I take great comfort in the relationships I have with animals
I feel a strong emotional bond with animals
I value the sense of companionship I receive from animals
Cumulative variation
Cronbach s alpha

Social acceptability
Factor analysis was used to explore whether a smaller number of management constructs could be
identified Table

Four factors were found The three lethal control methods culling indigenous

hunting and commercial use loaded on factor
and translocation loaded on factor

Cronbach s alpha

Cronbach s alpha

Fertility control was identified as a

separate factor as well as doing nothing These four factors explained
was used as a latent variable in further analyses

Two items restore habitat

of the variation Factor

Table
Factor matrix for acceptability items n
Factor loadings of
indicate the items included with each factor for further analysis

are shown Bold values

Factors
Acceptability Item
Culling
Indigenous hunting
Commercial use
Restore habitat
Translocation
Fertility control
Doing nothing
Cumulative variation
Cronbach s alpha

NA

NA

Structural Equation Model
Our hypothesised relationships between value orientations beliefs about human wildlife
relationships and acceptability of control methods were tested using structural equation modelling
SEM Robust statistics were used to correct for non normality estimator
model was good Robust RMSEA

SRMR

Fig

was improved over the full model AIC

MLM

The fit of the

The fit of the best model AIC
The best model indicated that the social

acceptability of different management options is shaped by EVOs directly as well as indirectly
through respondents beliefs about human wildlife relationships
We had hypothesised that respondents with stronger animalistic values would prioritise non lethal
management options to overabundance while respondents with biospheric values prioritise lethal
options as these target a better outcome for the entire ecosystem Our results showed that
animalistic values indeed negatively influenced the acceptability of lethal control and via mutualistic
beliefs positively influenced non lethal management options This indicates that people who make
decisions based on perceived costs and benefits to animals tend to perceive humans and animals as
equals and prioritise non lethal management options Biospheric values on the other hand positively
influenced the acceptability of lethal control indicating that people who make decisions based on
broader outcomes for nature rather than just animals found lethal control measures more
acceptable Biospheric values also positively influenced acceptability of culling through dominionistic
beliefs indicating that people whose beliefs about wildlife are shaped by a view of human mastery
over wildlife were more likely to be supportive of culling
A clear path was also found in which egoistic values positively influenced dominionistic beliefs
which in turn positively influenced the acceptability of using lethal control methods when managing

overabundant wildlife indicating that people who make decisions based on costs and benefits to
themselves tend to belief in the human mastery over wildlife and be more supportive of lethal
control of wildlife

Fig e
Structural Equation Model showing the relationships between value orientations beliefs about
human wildlife relationships and acceptability of management options for all respondents n
Standardized regression coefficients are shown for paths with p
positive correlations in black boxes
negative values in red boxes

Di c
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Public outcry can change the course of wildlife management but it is often unknown if such outcry
represents the voices of a loud few or a large majority In this study we quantified public opinion on
the acceptability of management options for charismatic but locally overabundant species We
found significant differences in acceptability within and across species Inaction was generally
regarded as not socially acceptable in all three species suggesting that the general public
understands the need for intervention in managing overabundant animal populations

Non lethal management options restoring habitat translocation and fertility control were mostly
considered acceptable while lethal control options particularly culling and commercial use were
considered less acceptable The acceptability of some management options but not all changed
with the provision of information on the impacts of overabundance We found that underlying
values and beliefs shape the acceptance of management options And we found our new
animalistic values factor in the environmental value orientations scale to be useful in explaining
and interpreting beliefs and acceptability results
Although lethal methods of control were generally considered less acceptable than non lethal ones
differences between species existed Respondents mostly thought culling or commercial use of
koalas was not acceptable For kangaroos on the other hand lethal methods were on average
considered acceptable The effect size of this difference was considerable with the public being
divided to a greater degree about management issues when comparing koalas and kangaroos than
when comparing koalas and brumbies or kangaroos and brumbies This may be explained by
familiarity of these management options in kangaroos both culling and the commercial use of
kangaroos continue to be commonplace in Australia greater awareness of the damage kangaroos
can cause to grasslands pasture and crops and exposure to traffic incidents kangaroos are by far
the animals most commonly involved in traffic accidents in Australia RACV
impacts of a species can influence acceptability of management options Zinn et al

Beliefs about the
Most

people tend to agree with culling when they believe it is to protect human life for instance Cohen et
al

Koalas and brumbies do not generally pose a direct threat to human life nor are their

impacts as highly visible due to their overabundance being geographically restricted and more often
located in natural areas not production areas potentially leading to lower acceptability of lethal
control methods
While we expected the general public to be more supportive of the culling of brumbies a non native
species we found that the acceptability of using lethal control methods in managing overabundant
brumbies was more ambiguous culling and commercial use of brumbies was considered neither
acceptable nor unacceptable while indigenous hunting was considered mildly acceptable Nimmo
et al

found that people that considered brumbies to be a pest were more supportive of lethal

control methods but a majority of people did not regard brumbies as a pest animal potentially
explaining the ambiguity The culling of brumbies has recently received renewed media attention
with the decision of the New South Wales state government to overrule expert advice and preclude
culling of brumbies after continued outcry from a seemingly small i e non representative but very
present advocacy group e g Slezak
and Williams

Given the dynamic nature of social acceptability Ford

it is possible that the acceptability of culling has shifted among the general

public since then A longitudinal study of a representative group of Australians would provide further
insight help identify other factors driving changes in social acceptability and aid decision makers in
their understanding of whether the outcry represents the voices of a loud few or a large majority
While indigenous hunting practices occur in Australia they are not generally considered as a control
method in managing overabundant wildlife populations Yet indigenous ecological knowledge and
practices are recognised in conservation as a valuable resource for managing protected areas and
wildlife populations e g Gadgil et al

On average indigenous hunting was more acceptable

for all three species than the other two lethal control methods raising the question of whether it
should be considered as a potential strategy
We found that the provision of information on the impacts of koala overabundance did lead to a
small increase in the acceptability of culling koalas and of commercial use while the acceptability of
restoring habitat decreased This outcome is consistent with findings by Ford et al

who state

that changes in social acceptability with the provision of information were observed but not always
present And where present the changes were often small Ford et al

If culling is desirable

future research should include testing different formats and value basis of presenting information on
the impacts of overabundance to maximise the increase in acceptability
The social acceptability of lethal control methods was largely driven by dominionistic beliefs which
in turn were positively influenced by egoistic values and negatively influenced by animalistic values
This is consistent with the findings from Zinn et al

who found that people that were neutral

or positive towards the use of wildlife were more willing to accept lethal control methods People
that held mutualistic beliefs shaped by animalistic values were more likely to be supportive of non
lethal control methods including doing nothing Following global shifts in basic beliefs about wildlife
this suggests that acceptability of culling will become less acceptable in the future as people become
less dominionistic Manfredo et al
While biospheric and animalistic values were related the results showed that animalistic values
contribute to understanding dominionistic beliefs and acceptability of lethal control in different
ways consistent with our hypothesis Animalistic values appear to be useful in distinguishing
people s intrinsic values for animal species while biospheric values when measured in conjunction
with animalistic values can distinguish intrinsic values for nature more broadly e g ecosystems
and are more likely to lead to animal management being viewed as instrumental to the conservation
of ecosystems This is in contrast to biospheric values measured alone which can indicate intrinsic
values for both ecosystems and species Dietz et al

Given the difference in responses to

animalistic and biospheric values the inclusion of this fourth animalistic dimension should be

considered to better understand situations where there are differential animal level and ecosystem
level outcomes of management options
The variation in social acceptability of management options found here indicates that these findings
cannot necessarily be generalised to other species in similar situations Public sentiment regarding
the acceptability of management options is better measured when asking specific questions about
specific situations and species Zinn et al

In other words it is all about context Similarly our

findings cannot necessarily be generalised to other management issues even when it concerns the
same species However this is not so much an obstacle as simply a justification for including robust
empirical evidence of public opinions in conservation policy and management decision making
Public opinion is important in conservation and influences management decisions The diversity in
our results underlines the need for policy which is not directed towards a one size fits all approach
as people respond differently in different situations Obtaining evidence of public opinion not only
includes whether people are supportive of or opposed to something but also why As Kendal and
Ford

point out concepts like values and social acceptability explicitly recognise complexity

and diversity in communities As a result these concepts are especially useful in engaging with
communities and the wider general public and could be useful in seeking support for conservation
programmes Kendal and Ford

Based on our results decision makers that aim to cull

overabundant koalas will not have broad public support and this is likely to become less acceptable
in the future with rising mutualistic wildlife beliefs Manfredo et al

Nevertheless the

acceptability of culling could be improved by providing information highlighting ecosystem level
benefits activating biospheric values Decision makers should decide whether this is worth the
investment or whether culling overabundant koalas should be dismissed as a management option
altogether We have provided summary results to decision makers through stakeholder meetings
and conference presentations and will continue to do so to encourage evidence based decision
making
While the push for engagement of human dimensions in conservation is considered essential in
achieving successful conservation outcomes worldwide such an increased interest does not
automatically translate to a better understanding of public opinions or better outcomes for
conservation This highlights the importance of integrating evidence based knowledge on public
opinion in conservation debates Empirical evidence of public opinion will aid decision makers in
engaging the public and could reduce conflict leading to better conservation outcomes
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Management decisions that do not adequately align with the values and opinions of the public at
large can lead to controversy and conflict In conservation and natural resource management
knowledge of the public s values and opinions are often assumed or based on the personal
perceptions of experts rather than on empirical evidence Mismatches in perceived and actual
opinions are common
In Australia an ongoing debate about how to best manage overabundant koalas has divided experts
and members of the public for decades On several occasions experts have recommended culling of
overabundant koalas and yet culling has not been considered a viable management option
Anecdotally this is due to perceived public opposition to the culling of koalas but there is little
empirical evidence available to support or refute this assessment
In this study we investigated whether there is a disparity between experts and the general public in
the social acceptability of different koala management options and if so whether underlying
environmental values and basic beliefs about human wildlife relationships can help explain this
We found that although significant differences in the acceptability of management options exist
between experts and the general public the polarity of acceptability was mostly the same However
the lethal management options of culling and indigenous hunting elicited opposing opinions Having
animalistic values and dominionistic beliefs were found to be the most useful cognitive factors in
explaining the acceptability of management options Interestingly dominionistic beliefs did not drive
support for culling in experts leading us to believe that other reasons such as beliefs about the
negative impacts of overabundance on the ecosystem or increased awareness and knowledge of the
practical or financial limitations of alternative management options could be important
Due consideration of evidence based knowledge of people s opinions can avoid reactive decision
making based on the opinions of a vocal minority Where differences of opinion exist between
experts and the general public reconciling these divergent views should lead to better conservation
outcomes with reduced conflict over conservation management actions

I

d ci

Conservation decision makers have been tasked with using evidence based information to achieve
better conservation outcomes Sutherland et al

Cook et al

Russell Smith et al

However expert scientific knowledge and empirical evidence compete with other factors that
influence conservation policies e g Adams and Sandbrook

One of these is public opinion

Public opinion often has a substantial influence on policy particularly when the salience of an issue
is high Burstein

While public opinion can align with expert opinion this is not always the

case Management decisions that do not adequately align with public values and opinions can lead
to controversy and conflict Kendal and Ford

As conflict can frustrate effective conservation

understanding the involved parties opinions and values constitutes one of the first steps in avoiding
or managing conflict Redpath et al
Conservation practitioners are increasingly including human dimensions into their decision making
acknowledging its importance to conservation success and avoiding conflict Mascia et al
Dickman

Ives and Kendal

However knowledge of public opinions and values is often

based on assumptions and the personal perception of experts rather than empirical evidence Miller
and McGee

Dickman

Yet robust tools are available to measure a variety of dimensions

of public opinion e g Manfredo et al

Kendal et al

and frameworks exist for

incorporating public opinion in the decision making process e g Dickman

Rogers et al

When public opinion is empirically measured it is often different from assumed opinions e g Miller
and McGee

Dickman

Key dimensions of public opinion are social acceptability of management options environmental
values and beliefs Where management actions are not considered acceptable by stakeholder
groups or are not consistent with their values conflict can arise e g Ford et al

Stern et al

recognised three value orientations that help explain and predict people s environmental
attitudes and behaviours by determining whether their decisions to behave pro environmentally or
not are nature centred biospherism human centred altruism or self centred egoism Both
Fulton et al

and Manfredo et al

evaluated people s human wildlife relationships by

considering their basic beliefs These concepts are usually considered a hierarchy where values
influence people s beliefs which in turn influence their acceptance of management options e g
Fulton et al

Ford et al

Culling koalas
Wildlife management particularly of charismatic species is a field in which management decisions
are not always accepted by the public For example an ongoing debate about how to best manage
the koala one of the world s most charismatic species Albert et al
members of the public for decades see Bagust

has divided experts and

While koala populations are in decline across

much of eastern Australia and its IUCN Red List status changed from least concern in
vulnerable in

Woinarski and Burbidge

considered overabundant Menkhorst

to

several populations in southern Australia are
Whisson et al

Overabundant koalas overbrowse

food trees leading to severe defoliation subsequent tree dieback and ultimately starvation of koalas
themselves Menkhorst

Whisson et al

caused by koala overabundance dates to around

The first recorded incidence of tree dieback
in Wilsons Promontory in southern Victoria

Kershaw
Overabundant koala populations are managed for a variety of reasons including ecological and
societal reasons such as to prevent both the starvation of koalas and widespread tree dieback and its
cascading effects or a felt responsibility to avoid or alleviate animal suffering Most commonly
management includes translocation of animals fertility control through hormonal implants or
sterilisation and planting to replace dead trees e g Menkhorst

As a result of the limited

number of remaining suitable translocation sites costs and efforts of fertility control and the time it
takes for a forest to regrow experts have on several occasions suggested culling overabundant
koalas as a preferable management option e g Possingham et al

Culling is not an

uncommon practice in Australia for both native and introduced species when overabundant
including charismatic species like kangaroos possums and feral horses DELWP

DoTEE

However successive national conservation and management plans for koalas have explicitly rejected
culling as a management option without explanation ANZECC

NRMMC

although

anecdotally this is because of the perceived public opposition to the culling of koalas Conflict
between experts and the general public about how to best manage overabundant koalas is as old as
some of the first reports about its local overabundance Martin and Handasyde

Menkhorst

Perceived differences of opinion on the acceptability of culling between experts who are thought
to have a deeper understanding of koala overabundance and the general public are driving
important conservation management decisions However there is little empirical evidence available
to base these decisions on In this study we measured and compared expert opinion on the
acceptability of several koala management options including culling to public opinions on the same

topic We set out to quantify whether there is in fact a disparity in the acceptability of different koala
management options between the two groups To help understand the causes of any disparity we
measured people s environmental values and beliefs about human wildlife relationships and
analysed how these shape their acceptance of different management options
We hypothesised that there would be differences in acceptability of different koala management
options between the two groups Tyndale Biscoe

Duka and Masters

We expected

culling to be more acceptable to experts than the general public while translocation and fertility
control would be less acceptable to experts than the general public We expected experts to have
stronger ecosystem values and a consequent focus on outcomes of management options for
ecosystems which would predict their greater support for lethal control methods In contrast we
expected the public to have stronger animal centred values and a consequent focus on the negative
impacts of management options on animal species which would predict their disapproval of lethal
control methods Providing empirical evidence of both expert and public acceptability of
management options and drivers of these opinions will help increase understanding each other s
points of view and could lead to decreased conflict where differences of opinion are addressed
through appropriate engagement strategies

Me h d

Study area
Although overabundance of koalas is largely a local problem the federal government has recognised
it as a national issue by including it in their National Koala Conservation and Management Strategy
DEWHA

Given the national importance of koalas and their management we

conducted a nation wide study including the opinions of respondents from around Australia

Sampling and survey design: Experts
A previous study Drijfhout et al in press investigated the public s underlying values beliefs about
human wildlife relationships and their acceptability of seven different management options to the
management of three species of overabundant wildlife including the koala In this study we used
the same survey instrument to explore the opinions of experts Experts included conservation
scientists ecologists public land managers conservation professionals animal welfare

professionals as well as conservation and animal welfare volunteers A targeted email was sent to
experts known by the authors to be familiar with the topic of koala overabundance with
additional snowball sampling used to recruit beyond this pool Participants were asked to pass the
survey on to others who could be interested in completing the survey
Participants were sent an anonymous link to the online survey To assess their background and help
confirm their suitability experts were asked to indicate whether they were a professional or
volunteer or both in public land management conservation management conservation or
ecological sciences or wildlife care In addition experts were asked about their membership of koala
conservation groups community conservation groups Friends of

animal welfare groups or

general conservation groups like WWF
A set of

statements Supplementary Table S

was used to measure people s underlying values

relevant to environmentally significant behaviour Twelve of these statements were based on an
existing value instrument measuring egoistic altruistic and biospheric value orientations Stern et
al

De Groot and Steg

The remaining four statements were added to measure

animalistic animal centred value orientations Drijfhout et al in press Statements were rated on
a seven point Likert scale ranging from Not important at all
A set of

to Very important

statements Wildlife Value Orientations Manfredo et al

respondents basic beliefs about human wildlife relationships These
for an Australian context Supplementary Table S

were used to measure
statements were adapted

Drijfhout et al in press and reflect both

dominionistic beliefs i e the human mastery over wildlife and mutualistic beliefs i e humans
and wildlife are equals Fulton et al

Manfredo et al

Respondents rated their level of

agreement with belief items on a seven point Likert scale ranging from Don t agree at all

to

Strongly agree
Finally respondents were asked whether they were aware of koalas being overabundant in some
areas in Australia and to rate the acceptability of management options to a scenario in which
animals are starving to death due to a lack of food as the habitat cannot support the number of
animals The seven management options were Doing nothing
Fertility control

Culling

Restore habitat

Translocation

Indigenous hunting and Commercial hunting Acceptability was

measured on a seven point Likert scale ranging from Not acceptable at all
Data was collected in May

to Very acceptable

Sampling and survey design: General public
The expert data were compared with a previous survey of the general public Drijfhout et al in
press Participants were sampled from an online panel of adult residents in Australia purchased
through a market research company Proportional quotas were enforced on gender age and the
state or territory respondents lived in to match the demographic profile of the Australian public ABS
Only respondents completing the version on koala management without additional
information on the impacts of overabundance were included in this comparison Data was collected
in April

Data Analysis
All data were analysed in R v

R Core Team

Student s t tests were used to test for

differences in means in the level of acceptability of management options between experts and the
general public As many parametric tests are highly robust to non normality it is both common
practice and defendable to make use of parametric tests when analysing Likert scale data Carifio
and Perla

Norman

The effect size of differences in acceptability was calculated using

the cohensD function in the lsr package Navarro
Factor Analysis was performed separately on values and beliefs items combining data from both
experts and the general public The Minimum Residual Factor Analysis method with an oblimin
rotation was used applying the fa function from the psych package in R Revelle

Scree plots

helped to determine the number of factors The cut off for identifying significant loadings on each
factor was set at

The internal consistency was analysed using Cronbach s alpha Identified

factors were used as latent variable in a Structural Equation Model SEM
A SEM was developed to confirm relationships between values beliefs and social acceptability using
the sem function in the lavaan package in R Rosseel

A robust maximum likelihood estimator

MLM was used to compensate for non normality The model was fitted using data from all
respondents The final SEM selected was optimised by removing non significant regressions and
comparing models using Akaike s Information Criteria AIC Burnham and Anderson

A two

index strategy was used to test the fit of the model in which the root mean square error of
approximation RMSEA should be less than approximately
SRMR should be less than approximately

Hu and Bentler

then run for the two groups of respondents separately

and the root mean squared residual
The optimised model was

Re l

Participants
A total of

experts completed the questionnaire Of these

land management as their previous or current profession
listed conservation or ecological sciences and
respondents also volunteered

listed wildlife care Many of the

volunteered in conservation or ecological sciences

volunteered in animal welfare Of all experts

koala conservation group

listed conservation management

of experts volunteered in public land management

volunteered in conservation management
and

of respondents listed public

indicated they were a member of a

were members of a Friend of or community conservation group

were members of a wildlife care group and

indicated they were a member of a general

conservation group
As expected awareness was high amongst experts

of experts were aware that koalas are

considered overabundant in parts of Australia A total of
completed the koala questionnaire Of these

members of the general public

were aware of koalas being overabundant in

some areas in Australia

Social acceptability
On average experts found most management options acceptable other than doing nothing and the
commercial use of koalas Table

Fig

Few differences were found in mean acceptability of

different management options among experts with different professional backgrounds volunteering
backgrounds or memberships of different types of organisations compared to the overall mean per
management option except for professional public land managers who found culling more
acceptable than all experts together t

p

and volunteer wildlife carers and members

of koalas conservation groups that found indigenous hunting less acceptable than all experts
together resp t

p

and t

p

The general public found lethal management on average unacceptable Table

Fig

Significant differences in mean acceptability between experts and the general public were found for
all management options other than the commercial use of koalas which was unacceptable to both
experts and the general public The mean acceptability of all management options in both groups
differed significantly from the neutral value of
Table S

one sample t tests mu

p

Supplementary

The polarity of acceptability being either acceptable or unacceptable was different between
experts and the general public for the culling and indigenous hunting management options Experts
found culling and indigenous hunting on average acceptable whereas the general public found both
unacceptable
The effect size of this difference was medium to large Cohen s d

and

of the experts indicated that culling was very acceptable compared to
public score

Supplementary Table S

nothing was an unacceptable option p

respectively Over
of the general

Experts were significantly more likely to think that doing
Cohen s d

nothing was not acceptable at all compared to about

Over

of experts indicated doing

of the general public score

Table
T test results comparing acceptability of various management options between experts and the
general public SD Standard Deviation Cohen s d represents effect size d
constitutes a small effect size
d
a medium effect size and d
a large effect size
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Fig e
Frequency distribution of acceptability scores for different management options Red violins left
show the distribution in experts while blue violins right reflect the distribution of the general public
Acceptability was measured on a seven point Likert scale ranging from being Not acceptable at all to
being Very acceptable Boxplots inside violin plots show median and quartiles The black dot represents the
mean

Underlying values and beliefs
Factor analysis was used to identify latent variables used for further analyses Of the original
value items

items loaded as expected onto separate factors biospheric altruistic egoistic and

animalistic values Supplementary Table S

The four identified factors explained

variation in the data and had good reliability Cronbach s alpha between
Of the

revised belief items

of the

and

items loaded as a separate factor consistent with the overarching

construct of mutualism Supplementary Table S

A further items loaded as one factor

consistent with the construct of domination Two items were dropped due to poor loading results

The two identified factors explained
between

and

of the variation and had good reliability Cronbach s alpha

The two factors were used as latent variables in further analyses

To understand how underlying values and beliefs shaped the acceptability of various management
options a SEM was developed A full model was built combining data from both the experts and
general public then further optimised by dropping variables that did not contribute to an
explanation of what drives people s acceptability Robust RMSEA

SRMR

and run separately for the two groups of respondents Experts Robust RMSEA
AIC

Public Robust RMSEA

SRMR

AIC

AIC
SRMR

Interestingly the mutualism

wildlife belief was not a significant predictor of acceptability nor was the biospheric value
orientation hypothesised to be important in experts and both were dropped from the model
There were some similar patterns in opinion between experts and the general public Figs

A and

B Having animalistic values negatively influenced the acceptability of culling meaning that
people who consider animalistic values to be important as guiding principles in their life tend to be
less supportive of culling Having animalistic values also negatively influenced having dominionistic
beliefs meaning respondents that hold animalistic values were less likely to believe in human
mastery over wildlife Having dominionistic beliefs positively influenced the support for doing
nothing indigenous hunting and commercial use of koalas
There were also some important differences in opinion between the general public and experts
Having dominionistic beliefs positively influenced the support for culling among the general public
meaning respondents that believed in the human mastery over wildlife tend to be more supportive
of culling However this was not the case for experts suggesting that alternative pathways existed
Having egoistic values influenced having dominionistic beliefs in the general public but not experts
As dominionistic beliefs were an important driver of acceptability this suggests that egoistic values
are less important in shaping acceptability of management options for experts

A

B

Fig e
Structural Equation Models showing the relationships between value orientations beliefs about
human wildlife relationships and acceptability of management options for A experts and B the general
public Standardized regression coefficients are shown for paths with p
positive correlations in black
boxes negative values in red boxes Double headed arrows represent residual variances of variables
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It has long been suspected that public and expert opinions differ widely on how to best manage
overabundant koalas oftentimes frustrating the course of management Bagust

Yet evidence

on whether there really is a difference has been lacking In this study we found that acceptability of
culling and indigenous hunting of koalas did indeed elicit opposing opinions between experts and
the general public For the remaining five management options the polarity of acceptability was the
same in both experts and the general public Having animalistic values and dominionistic beliefs

were the most important cognitive factors in explaining the origin of support for or aversion to
different management options Interestingly for culling this relationship with dominionistic beliefs
was only found in the general public and not in experts
While experts found culling koalas to be socially acceptable the public clearly did not the largest
effect size in differences between experts and the public was found for culling reflecting the
opposing opinions between the two groups This provides evidence that is consistent with the
anecdotal gap between experts and the general public s acceptability of culling Bagust

Our

results reveal a substantial mismatch of opinion between these groups and a potential source of
conflict if koala culling is recommended by managers without addressing this difference of opinion
While both experts and the public on average agree on the polarity of acceptability for most other
management options there were differences in the strength of acceptability as indicated by the
effect sizes The majority of respondents agree that koala overabundance is something that needs to
be managed as indicated by the unacceptability of doing nothing although the acceptability of
doing nothing is much lower in experts than to the public Both groups also agree that restoring
habitat translocation and fertility control are on average acceptable These methods are all
currently used with minimal conflict reported The public found translocation in particular to be
more acceptable than experts as indicated by a larger effect size potentially highlighting another
management option that could lead to conflict through differences of opinion between managers
and the general public The commercial use of koalas which was once common Hrdina and Gordon
is unacceptable to both groups
There seemed to be more variation in acceptability scores among experts reflected by larger
standard deviations out of times While this could simply indicate more variation in the level of
agreement among experts it is also possible that the diverse backgrounds of participating experts
represented more diverse opinions However few differences were found in mean acceptability of
management options for different groups of experts The variation in the distribution of acceptability
scores for culling indigenous hunting and to a lesser extent translocation in experts did indicate
some level of conflict within the group as indicated by a bipolar u shape distribution Fig

Ribe

While for the lethal methods this could indicate that there are experts that are both for and
against killing animals for conservation for translocation the explanation might be more ambiguous
Translocations have been very successful in the past Menkhorst
increased mortality of koalas e g Whisson et al
translocations e g DSE

yet they could lead to

In addition few suitable habitats remain for

Previous research has shown that having mutualistic wildlife beliefs tends to drive the support for
non lethal management options whereas having dominionistic beliefs best explains support for
lethal control methods Manfredo et al

In this study animalistic values drive opposition to

culling in both the experts and the general public Having dominionistic beliefs however did not
explain support for culling in experts A possible explanation is that other beliefs such as those
about the negative impacts of overabundance on the ecosystem could drive experts support for
culling Other contributing factors could be increased awareness and knowledge of the practical or
financial limitations of alternative management options although increased knowledge does not
necessarily change people s opinions or actions Balmford et al

Dietsch et al

While experts acceptability of culling might not be explained by dominionistic beliefs keeping track
of these beliefs among the public is still important considering that a long term shift in beliefs is
predicted to make culling even less acceptable to the public in the future Manfredo et al

A

longitudinal study tracking possible changes in the beliefs and acceptability of respondents would
help foresee and avoid future conflicts
Koalas are an Australian icon and have long been considered charismatic Bagust

In

conservation charismatic species can act as flagship species increasing public awareness and
attracting funding see Albert et al

However management decision making is difficult when

charismatic wildlife becomes problematic Koalas are considered the cutest charismatic animal in the
world Albert et al

and it is not hard to see why the management of overabundant koalas has

caused controversy for decades Although there are still calls to cull overabundant koalas Wahlquist
Cox

overabundance is currently mostly managed through translocation and fertility

control However these methods tend to be expensive and labour intensive and mean less already
limited funding spent on other species As such culling could be a useful component in a suite of
management options as it is for many other species However while experts may suggest culling
koalas to be a useful management option our results show that a clear majority of the general
public does not support culling

finds it unacceptable versus

that finds culling at least

somewhat acceptable Providing ecological information could help increase the acceptability
Drijfhout et al in press but it is no panacea Dietsch et al
Measuring people s opinions can identify whether the loudest voices represent the majority view
This could help to avoid reactive decision making based on the opinions of a vocal minority In
addition understanding differences of opinion between experts and the general public could
highlight the need for reconciling divergent views where these occur Previous research suggests
that the identification of values prior to negotiation of issues increases the likelihood of reconciling

different views Korper et al

This underlines the importance of not only identifying people s

opinions but also their underlying values
Too often assumptions are made about the people s values and opinions in conservation conflicts
Dickman

As public opinion can have a substantial effect on policy Burstein

experts

should seek more evidence on public and fellow expert opinions beyond their own perceptions to
help avoid conflict as mismatches are common Miller and McGee

Dickman

If we as

conservation scientists can generate the evidence describing public opinion we should get one step
closer to reducing conflict of management decisions leading to better conservation outcomes
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Table S
One sample t tests comparing the means of acceptability scores for each management option to
mu
being Neither acceptable nor unacceptable
Mean
E

e

Doing nothing
Restore habitat
Translocation
Fertility control
Culling
Indigenous hunting
Commercial use
P blic
Doing nothing
Restore habitat
Translocation
Fertility control
Culling
Indigenous hunting
Commercial use

t

df

p value

Table S
Distribution of acceptability scores for each management option in both experts and the general
public shown as percentage of respondents Acceptability was measured on a seven point Likert scale ranging
from being Not acceptable at all to being Very acceptable
E

e
Not
acceptable
at all

Very
acceptable

Not
acceptable
at all

Very
acceptable

Doing nothing
Restore habitat
Translocation
Fertility control
Culling
Indigenous hunting
Commercial use
P blic

Doing nothing
Restore habitat
Translocation
Fertility control
Culling
Indigenous hunting
Commercial use

Table S
Factor loadings of value items Standardized factor loadings Loadings
good One animalistic value item was dropped due to poor loadings results in grey N

Value Item
Conserving nature protecting the sustainable use of natural
resources
Protecting the environment preserving nature
Unity with nature fitting into nature
Respecting earth harmony with other species
Social equality equal opportunity for all people
Helpful working for the welfare of other people
A world at peace free of war and conflict
Social justice correcting injustice care for the weak
Authority the right to lead or command
Social power control over others domination
Wealth material possessions money
Influential having an impact on people and events
Animal rights animals can live their own lives
Animal justice correcting injustice do right by animals
Caring for animals working for the welfare of animals
Protecting animals preserving healthy populations
Cumulative variation
Cronbach alpha

Factors
Biospheric

were considered

Altruistic

Egoistic

Animalistic

Table S
Factor loadings of belief items Standardized factor loadings Loadings
good Two belief items were dropped due to poor loadings results in grey N

Belief Items
Appropriate Use Beliefs
Wildlife is on earth primarily for people to use
It is acceptable for people to kill wildlife if they think it poses a threat to their
property
The needs of humans should take priority over wildlife protection
Humans should manage wildlife populations so that humans benefit
It is acceptable for people to kill wildlife if they think it poses a threat to their life
It is acceptable to use wildlife for research purposes even if it may harm or kill some
animals
Hunting Beliefs
People who want to hunt should be provided the opportunity to do so
We should strive for a world where there s an abundance of wildlife for hunting and
fishing
Hunting is cruel and inhumane to the animals
Hunting does not respect the lives of animals
Social Affiliation Beliefs
Wildlife are like my family and I want to protect them
Animals should have rights similar to the rights of humans
I view all living things as part of one big family
We should strive for a world where humans and wildlife can live side by side without
fear
Caring Beliefs
I feel a strong emotional bond with animals
I take great comfort in the relationships I have with animals
I value the sense of companionship I receive from animals
I care about animals as much as I do other people
It would be more rewarding to me to help animals rather than people
Cronbach alpha
Cumulative variation

were considered

Factors
Mutualism

Domination

Chapter
Synthesis

I

d ci

The impacts of and solutions to overabundance in animal populations have ecological and human
dimensions This requires thinking beyond disciplinary boundaries to improve the outcomes of
conservation efforts e g Stratford et al

This thesis has taken a multidisciplinary approach to

explore both ecological and human dimensions of the management of overabundant koalas
Phascolarctos cinereus and investigate gaps in the evidence used in their management
Predicting which koala populations are more likely to become abundant would aid decision making
about the long term management and conservation of koala populations Although several factors
e g the presence of manna gums Eucalyptus viminalis have previously been identified as
correlated with koala overabundance the mechanisms that lead to overabundance are not well
understood Chapter investigated whether stand level differences in the nutritional quality and
defensive chemistry of leaves of manna gums E. viminalis could explain why some sites had
developed overabundant koala populations while others did not While the findings helped shed
light on how variable the foodscape is for koalas around Victoria the leaf chemistry variables
considered here did not explain overabundance These findings help rule out certain factors and as
such contribute to our understanding of what drives overabundant koala populations
Public opinion can influence policy Burstein

Yet with public opinions regularly assumed

rather than tested and mismatches between assumptions and empirical observations of opinions
common conflict between stakeholders may arise Miller and McGee

Dickman

Chapters to focussed on obtaining empirical data on people s opinions on how to best manage
overabundant koalas The findings show that the general public differentiates between species and
the control methods they find acceptable particularly when it concerns lethal methods which were
generally found to be unacceptable As experts found most koala control methods acceptable a
substantial mismatch in opinions was revealed that could act as a potential source of conflict
between the general public and experts Providing information led to an increase in the general
public s acceptability of certain management methods but the effects were small and education is
therefore unlikely to be a panacea for this issue Having animalistic values and dominionistic beliefs
were found to be most useful cognitive factors in explaining the acceptability of management
options increasing our understanding of what is at the base of people s opinions New techniques in
analysing people s online opinions are promising but need further investigation

Ke fi di g

In Chapter

I tested whether stand level differences in leaf chemistry of manna gums can explain

why some sites have developed overabundant koala populations while others did not As expected
manna gums in overabundant sites were more defoliated and displayed more epicormic growth than
manna gums in sites that did not experience overabundance However a comparison of foliar and
digestible nitrogen and defensive chemistry of leaves between sites did not reveal significant
differences Sites of overabundance were on average located in closer proximity to the coast
whether or not there is a biologically plausible causal link between location and propensity to
overabundance remains to be seen Furthermore soil samples from overabundant sites displayed
higher levels of conductivity These findings contribute to our understanding of what factors are and
are not involved in koala overabundance and will help advance research aimed at understanding and
predicting where overabundance might occur
In Chapters and

I explored and tested the use of Sentiment Analysis the automated analysis of

opinions expressed in social media texts in analysing people s online public opinions on culling
koalas kangaroos and feral horses brumbies I used Sentiment Analysis to test the polarity of
sentiments in texts on culling these species whether sentiment was related to support for culling
and whether specific sentiment words related to comments on the culling of specific species The
findings indicated that sentiment in comments did not differ between species However there was
variation in commenters support for culling as most commenters were against culling koalas
evenly balanced for kangaroos and supportive of culling feral horses Support for culling kangaroos
could be predicted from the sentiment scores but not support for culling koalas or feral horses The
combination of Sentiment Analysis with indicator analysis proved to be useful at identifying key
words for determining the topics driving sentiment patterns Sentiment Analysis should be seen as a
valuable analytical tool in the rapidly expanding world of social media data analysis for conservation
purposes but as the lack of correlation between sentiment and support for koalas and feral horses
show further investigation and development of methods are warranted
In Chapter

I quantified the opinions of a representative sample of the Australian public using

survey data on the acceptability of a range of management options used for managing overabundant
populations of native koalas kangaroos and introduced feral horses I measured environmental
value orientations introducing a new animalistic dimension to the widely used biospheric
altruistic egoistic orientations scale and basic beliefs about human wildlife relationships to
determine drivers of acceptability I also tested the effect of providing ecological information on the

impacts of koala overabundance on people s acceptance The findings showed significant differences
in the acceptability of different management options within and across species with lethal control
methods such as culling generally considered unacceptable in koalas neither acceptable nor
unacceptable in feral horses but acceptable in kangaroos The acceptability of culling koalas
increased with the provision of information but the effect was small and remained unacceptable
overall Non lethal management options were mostly considered acceptable The results showed
that having animalistic values negatively influenced the acceptability of lethal control and via
mutualistic beliefs positively influenced non lethal management options Biospheric values either
through dominionistic beliefs or by itself positively influenced the acceptability of lethal control
In Chapter

I tested whether there is a disparity in the social acceptability of different koala

management options between experts and the general public Although significant differences were
found the polarity of acceptability was mostly the same in both groups However the lethal
management options of culling and indigenous hunting elicited opposing opinions Having
animalistic values and dominionistic beliefs were found to be most useful cognitive factors in
explaining the acceptability of management options although dominionistic beliefs did not drive
support for culling in experts Other mechanisms might be driving their support for culling
Reconciling divergent views as found here should lead to better conservation outcomes with
reduced conflict over conservation management actions

B ade i

lica i

The solutions to real world problems are often not confined to one discipline Choi and Pak
The questions explored in this thesis investigate some of the gaps and issues that exist in koala
conservation from multiple disciplinary perspectives The need to work beyond disciplinary
boundaries to effectively conserve and manage this species has been recognised within the wider
field of koala conservation In

a special section in Conservation Biology explored how to best

maintain viable wild koala populations and their habitat by using an interdisciplinary approach
acknowledging that the conservation and management of koalas was and still is filled with political

While contrasting definitions exist multidisciplinary often refers to different disciplines working on a problem
in parallel or sequentially whereas interdisciplinary typically refers to the integration of different disciplines in
order to generate e g new methodologies perspectives and knowledge Choi and Pak
As Choi and Pak
put it multidisciplinary is like a salad bowl where ingredients remain intact and distinguishable
whereas interdisciplinary is like a melting pot in which ingredients are only partially distinguishable

and social complexity Cork et al

Stratford et al

Although extensive research relating to

koala conservation has been done since then this thesis addresses some of the gaps that persisted
For example Cork et al

pointed out how learning about our underlying values and the

assumptions we make based on those values can improve conservation outcomes My thesis
addresses that particular knowledge gap
While it was recognised that effective koala conservation needed an interdisciplinary approach
reliable science was still considered essential Cork et al

Stratford et al

Without an

evidence based understanding of social and ecological dimensions effective management can be
compromised Cook et al

Ives and Kendal

Russell Smith et al

As such the gaps identified here about the potential importance of the nutritional quality in causing
koala overabundance and insights in what different groups of people find acceptable in terms of
managing overabundance as well as the underlying values and beliefs that help shape their
acceptance have been addressed as part of a broader approach to koala conservation in which
evidence based knowledge is key This work therefore presents a significant advance in our
understanding of some of these missing puzzle pieces For example the survey data has shown that
although culling koalas is on average unacceptable to the general public things are perhaps not as
polarised as decision makers and other stakeholders assumed or would have us believe As such the
potential for reaching more of a consensus between stakeholders on how to best manage
overabundance even when considering culling is potentially greater than suspected By increasing
their understanding of diverse opinions the results can help wildlife managers and other decision
makers engage with the public reducing the potential for conflict and leading to better conservation
outcomes

F

e di ec i

While the findings presented in this thesis advance our knowledge on the topics discussed more
research is recommended to further increase our understanding of these and other issues involved
in or relating to koala overabundance and wildlife overabundance more broadly
Based on the findings presented in chapter

leaf chemistry did not appear to be a key driver of

overabundance in koala populations at a landscape scale Identifying alternative causal factors is
nevertheless a useful avenue of research to pursue as it could provide managers with a useful tool
in management by allowing a predictive analysis of the risk of overabundance developing at sites

where koalas have been introduced relatively recently and to identify better sites with a lower risk
of developing overabundance for future translocations Other factors like the proportion of manna
gums sodium concentration in leaves or certain environmental factors could be more important in
driving abundance at the landscape scale Sites containing a smaller proportion of manna gums
could indicate a lower carrying capacity of koalas as they require larger home ranges to find high
quality trees and satisfy their nutritional needs However manna gums are not the only food tree
favoured by koalas and other food trees should be taken into account in areas where the proportion
of manna gum is much lower than at other sites to further investigate this A learning from this study
is that more sites should be sampled allowing for more manna gum leaves and potentially leaves
from other food trees to be analysed to provide a more comprehensive picture of the variation in
the foodscape koalas encounter Different environmental variables may be better predictors of the
distribution of koala overabundance Future work could focus on modelling koala abundance against
variability in rainfall rather than just annual rainfall and water tables as a possible indicator of
water deficits and therefore stress in trees potentially in combination with measuring leaf moisture
Leaves provide most of the koala s water intake and leaf moisture has been indicated as an
important factor in koala abundance in drier areas Clifton
There is usually little empirical evidence of public opinion beyond that anecdotally expressed by a
few heavily involved stakeholders As public opinion can influence conservation policy and
management more research is required on opinion based data to further increase our
understanding of the human dimensions of sensitive or controversial conservation issues A future
challenge will be to understand why Sentiment Analysis accurately predicts support for management
actions in some cases but not others sentiment scores were an accurate predictor of the likelihood
of support for culling kangaroos but not for koalas and feral horses The lexicon that was used was a
general one developed for use in customer product reviews not for highly complex conservation
issues The development and application of domain specific lexicons could improve correlation of
sentiment scores with support for conservation management across a range of issues Another
challenge will be to identify whether the source of the sentiment is related to the management
action e g I love culling

or to something else such as the species itself e g I love koalas

More

sophisticated methods for Sentiment Analysis like the use of other natural language based methods
and machine learning could improve the accuracy of these results Such improvements could also
help identify why some of the findings of chapter did not match the findings in chapter

While

there was overlap in online commenters and the general publics acceptability of culling koalas
support for culling kangaroos and feral horses varied between species One explanation is that the
demographic profile of online commenters was different than that of the general public making a

valid comparison impossible Future research could include further testing of the applicability and
usability of the indicator analysis as it proved to be successful at identifying topics driving sentiment
patterns as well as testing the use of Sentiment Analysis to measure responses to particular
management actions over time
The survey results showed that the provision of information on the impacts of koala overabundance
can lead to a change in acceptability among the general public For example there was a small
increase in the acceptability of culling koalas If culling is a desirable management action future
research could include testing different formats and value basis of presenting information on the
impacts of overabundance to maximise the increase in acceptability Considering the possibility that
the acceptability of particular management options has shifted among respondents since the survey
see Ford and Williams

and that a long term shift in beliefs is predicted to make lethal control

options even less acceptable to the general public in the future Manfredo et al

a longitudinal

study tracking possible changes in both the general public s and experts acceptability and beliefs
could help foresee and avoid possible conflicts To better understand temporal changes in values
and the acceptability of management it is strongly recommended to repeat the survey used here in
the future Future research could include further testing of the applicability and usability of the
animalistic value orientation in the context of different species ecosystems and management
options Animalistic values appear to be useful in distinguishing people s intrinsic values for animal
species while biospheric values can distinguish intrinsic values for nature more broadly e g
ecosystems The inclusion of this fourth animalistic dimension should therefore be considered in
other studies to better understand situations where there are different animal level and ecosystem
level outcomes of management options
This thesis does not present a comprehensive integrated approach on how to best manage
overabundant koalas but rather it explores some of the gaps present in current knowledge Cork et
al

point out that there is a tendency in conservation for people to seek basic scientific

information first sometimes even data on social dimensions but rarely to explicitly consider how it
will all be integrated into an overall picture of the entire decision process and its context The
integration of my findings into management and policy will be a next step in increasing the
effectiveness of koala conservation
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